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IMIRODUCTION
The late President John F. Imamtif ftwmLaed his constnaer protection and
intarast progran on four basic rights of the consmnr. The rights:
1. To safety - To be protected against the aarketlng of
goods which are dangarons to health or life.
2. To be Informed - To be protected against fraudulent,
deceitful
. or grossly adsleadlng Infomatlon, advertlalng
labeling, or other practices; to be given the facts he
••da to auica an Infomed choice.
3. To choose - To be assured, wherever possible, access to a
variety of products and services at cosqpetltlve prices;
md In those Industries In which competition Is not work-
able and GoverMDaat regmlatlon Is substituted, an assurance
of satisfactory quality and service at fair prlcas.
4. To be heard - To be aasured that the coaammer Interests
will receive full and sympathetic consideration In the
formulation of Govermaent policy, and fair and expeditious
treatment in Its administrative tribunals. (ICennedy 1962, p. 2).
Kennedy (1962, p. 1) further said, "They (consumers) are the only Important
group In the economgr....whose views are often not heard."
President Johnson (1964, p. 2) said In his "Message on Consumer
Interests": "Mjr Special Aaslatant and the new Consumer Committee will lead
an intensified cas[paigm...to Identify the gaps in our system of consumer
protection, information and choice that still need to be filled." He also
directed his Special Assistant to begin a series of regional consumer con-
ferences at which representatives of consumer groups, manufacturers,
retailers, advertising agencies, government agencies, and others would dis-
cuss the problems of adaquate consumer information.
The report on the regional emummer conferences, presented to the
President in March 1965, concluded:
The rsgtonal eonferenees clearly revealed the need and
daalre for mm adequate information to permit rational con-
•uaar choice*. Consumers want—and clearly need—more ade-
quate information about products and services. This incTeated
need follows through to the point of sale In the form of labels
and tags, and In the need for retailers to educate clerks and
salaaaan who too often do not have adequate knowledge of their
products or services.
Tha Bost readily apparent Information gaps are thosa
pertaining to credit, grading, packaging, and labeling,
and in criteria cm performance. (Peterson, 1965, pp. 6,7).
This need for Infonaation on the part of consuaan is not recognised
universally. Some persons claim that consumer problems are virtually non-
existent. The Fedaral Govemmnt Is pictured as putting words into the
•withs of eoosuaar* in order to further restrict the free operation of
buainess. The high standard of living In this country, the lack of con-
•vmt complaints, and "consumer sovereignty' in the market place are cited
as evidence that the "average" or "typical" eonmner does not ha^ any
problems. Certain persons within the govemaant and business, such as
Senator Roman Hruska, consider this concern for the consumer as "unwar-
ranted'
,
"...an affront to the American consumer, particularly to the house-
wife." (Hruska, 1964, p. 1),
Typical of the opposition Is a recent article by the Chairman of
General Poods Corporation entitled 'Xet»s Keep Politics Out of the Pantry".
Mortimer (1965) conjurs up an Image of a self-reliant consumer with the
description that the typical American housewife is intelligent, azperlanead,
and better informed about running a home than her counterpart in any
preceding generation, that she knows what she wants and she gets it, and
aha knows precisely what it Is worth to her. Mortimer's confidence In
the American housewife as a competent and intelligent individual docs not
extend, however, to those housewives who attend consumer conferences.
He want on to say that consnser confarenees, with their enphasls upon
plalnta, havs resvlted In nore ham than good. For one thing, they have
created doubts In the lalnds of eonsnmers where none had existed and Indeed
vhaxa none ara warranted. CoBanaars Union (1965, p. 3) considers this
article part of a total public relation effort to discredit the rnns—ar
program.
An article in an eaployaa Bagaaine of Do Pont Corporation (1961)
,
entitled "Do You Need A Guardian?", purports to show that recent efforts to
protect, educate, and infom consumers is based on the inage of a victitolBad
Aaarican eonsuner. After pointing out ezas^laa In the econoaqr that contra-
dict this picture of a victinlzed consuaar, the article condodaa with its
own glowing portrait of AiMricaa consuners aa thoaa who ara uaad to being
the boss, wlie know the value of a dollar, who daaaad a wide range of choice
in price, style, and quality, and who are well aware that when it comes to
their purse strings, they are their own naatars and their own best guardins.
One business reprasentative recognizes that perhaps not all consumers
are alike. The Manager of the Soap and Detergent Assodaticm, (Pattison,
1965, p. 15) describes two kinds of consumers: the average and the dis-
advantaged. The affluent "typical" consumer is "discriminatini**, "quick and
eaapetent", easily recognises and rejects a "shoddy or deceptive item",
"likes modem packaging", whose complaints are few and far between", and
one "for whom there is no need for additional consumer protection or infor-
mation." Only the disadvantaged need help to perform effectively their rolea
aa consumers. In other words, unless the consumer is "sosMOse just out of
the shacks along a rural highway or friendleas in an urban jungle"
(Pattison 's description of the disadvantaged), she is completely coqietent
to wtkM «!•• choices aMmg detergents In today's natkat. According to a
axkating study quoted by Cohen (1965), she does this in 10 seconds, on tha
avaraga, choosing aaeng 124 different products.
A study vas sponsored hy the Grocery Maaufacturers of Aaerica on "Vhat
CoBSuaers Think About Grocery Manufacturers » Products, and Packaging"
(Grocery, 1965). The conclusion of this study seeoed to indicate general
contentoant and satisfaction in tha vatket place. Daaplte indications of
considerable bias, it mmm eoncludad that American eonsusMrs, both nan and
««Mwn, had a favorable view of food manufacturers and vhat the sanufac-
turers did for th^i, that there vaa a definite pattern of satisfaction and
anthusiasB for the quality of food and other grocery products offered to
eassHBers today, and that in general, eonsuaiers were well pleased with tha
fadiagiag of food and other groceries, with sosat "ainorlty' dissatlsfac-
tlaas relating to grocery padcaglng. It also stated that after hearing
proposals in packaging practices and the manufacturers' viewpoints on these
changea, most consumers expressed satisfaction with present industry
practices.
Just how valid are these characterizations of a "typical" eottauaeg M
«M who Is conpetent and content with practices in the market place? Soma
obviously reflect the economic position of the expositor and should not be
construed as objective judgments. Others claim to be baaad on careful
observations of the consumer. The Grocery Manufacturers of America study
elaisMd its results were based on the most advssiced probability sampling
Bthods in order to eaaura tha greatest possible validity and reliability
of the findings, and that findings were projectable to the total American
population of household heads, male and famala, and to varlooa population
subgroups inelndttd In the analysis, in confomity with generally accepted
saai^llng practices. The author vrote the Grocery Msttufacturers of America
requesting a copy of the Interviev schedule, sasrpling procedure, and other
etiMdelogy pertaining to the study, but the request was denied. These
letters are included in Appendix A.
In recognition of the growing need for better infomation about con-
suaer satisfaction xrith the wuAet and la light of the alaost total lack of
objective studies, it seeaed appropriate and opportune to initiate a study
Itt Maahattaa, Kansas wliieh alght indicate the potential value of surveys
instituted to better understand consusiers.
The pwrpoee was to detendne whether or not consuoers do have consusser
problens, and, if so, to identify then, deteralne the i^aps in consuaer
protection as indicated by their problens, and discover ceaeuwer attitudes
«ad reactions to such problesm.
BflSW OF LITERATUSE
An exaodnation of previous studies on consnaer behavior reveals a
WMsihsr of studies concerned with c<nui«aMr attitudes, preferences, goals,
and buying habits, but few studies concerned with consuner problens or
eenavaer identification with such problesui. (Aeerlesi Hailcetlng Associa-
tim, 1959; Bayton, 1958; Clark, 1958; Ketone, 1957; Life Magaeine, 1957;
Oxenfeldt, 1950; Survey Research Center, 1952), Although sons onxketing
research has atteatpted to isolate mad Identify perticular problesM of eon-
sua»rs, it has been largely product oriented, specifically, with such
matters as:
1. Concern with the marketing prospects of a particular
brand or product.
2. Identification of attitudes toward a prodnet and of the
inadequacies of the brand or product.
In addition, except Insofar as It night bear on the above considerations,
SMTketlng research ttsoally is not concerned vith the relative iaportance of
different consumer problems to the eonauoer and their effect on the well-
being of the eonsuner. That is, naxketing reaeardi is product and not
•muvBsr oriented.
ISm reeent studies have been concerned with conavmer probleias from the
standpoint of their significance to and iopact on the consumer. Most iapor-
tant frcm the standpoint of consumer behavior in general has been the study
by Charles J, Collasso, Jr., A Study of Conawir Frustrations sponsored by
the National Retail Merchants Association. (Collazzo, 1963). The other
has been reported by David Caplovitz in the book The Poor Pay More , which
deals with probleeM of low-laeoBe cenauaers in a large netropolitan area,
9m Yoric City. (Caplovits, 1963). These studies, together with the "^Report
to the President on The Saglflaal Consunwr Conferences" by Esther Peterson.
The Special Assistant to The President for Consuner Affairs, recognize that
thcra is no "average conavmmr".
In the report to the President on the regional eonsuner conferences.
It was concluded that for all practical purposes, there was no working
definition of the term "constner", and that certainly there was no such
thing as an "average eonsuner". It went on to say that the wealthy and the
poor, the highly educated and the illiterate, the teenager and the senior
citizen, every purchaser, including even business and govemnent, are
eonsuners. As needs and Interests differ anong people, so the levels of
sophistication and preparation for the function of eonsuner vary widely also.
David Caplonltz reached similar conclusions and Identified diffemees
ig l0v-iBcoaB eoasuaers. Re observed that these consmers were by no
sens alike. Their shopping practices were affected by varioas social
characteristics apart fron IneoM. Specifically, he cited the nost active
eoastaeirs, those who relied aost on credit, and those who experienced the
w>st eonsasHir probletas, tended to be Puerto Ricans and Negroes rather than
whites, relatively large fanllles in each ethnic greop, and yowng faadlles.
He found education of household head was closely associated with the scope
of shopping and knowledge of eosiaanlty agencies. The minority, who had
eoapleted hlg|h school, were ntdi aere likely to shop in large downtowa
stores than those who had not, and were auch nore «rare of sources of pro-
fessional help for consumer probleas.
Charles Collazzo (1963) found considerable differences in problens
asmig eenswaers. To explain these differences he developed a "naturity
thesis" to explain shopping naturlty. This maturity thesis Is evidence of
a a»re intelligent and discerning approach to buying which comes with age
(stat* in the life cycle), higher education, higher income, higher oceupa-
tlonal status. It is also evident among those vfao own their own homes
rather than rent, and whose affluence and Increased leisure time enable them
to take vacations. He further found that the attitudes of consumers to
shopping as an institution became less favorable as their incomes and educa-
tional levels and shopping experience increased. He classified this growing
discontent or shopping frustration as either Direct . in which there was an
Inability to buy desired goods and the waste of time and energy: or Indirect
.
in which the consumer tolerated Inferior goods simply because he lacked in-
formation concerning better ones. Manifestations of this growing discontent
evident as Collazxo found that people want the "frills" such as stamps,
entertalnaent, profaotlonal devices, unwanted and expensive services, left
out. Instettl, he found that consuaers want better value, twjre eenvenlenee
.
wl ore efficient service , expressed In such tenn as Inproved quality,
aore Infonutlon, and laproved politeness and efficiency of sales clerks.
The lack of convenience, and particularly the lack of quality goods and
efficient services rated highest as contributors to shopper frustration,
particularly aMatg acre 'Wture" shoppers. Conataner complaints were re-
ported to be a poor Index of consuaer dissatisfactions. Collaszo (1963,
p. 114) concluded, "No store ought to feel secure that because It Is getting
few eoBoplalnts about goods It sells or policies It follows, mistrust Is not
building up. Sone products are too stnall and cheap to eoaplaln about, too
ueh tine nay be Involved to take things back...yet out of the sale of a
few cheap IteM gmMrallsations as to the worth of all the retailer's goods
are built up. In other cases, the retailer's reputation may be suffering
froB factors which are too subtle for consuB«rs to eoaplaln about."
Esther Peterson (1965) slallarly stated that the regional conferences
showed that consuaers harbor aany aore eonplalnts than they atteapt to
register, and that there was an undstakable fatalisa toward what was re-
garded as the futility of Individuals expressing thsMelvas effeetively ia
the aase of the awrfcet place.
Caplovltz (1964) found that low-income consumers do indeed have con-
suaer probleas, and that these probleas seriously undermine the well-being
of the faallles. Re identified such problem areas as shady trade practices,
probleas with poor merchandise, credit, sppllnees. high-pressure sales, mis-
representation of prices, and substitution of goods. lu eases where pro
blcas did exist, these low-income consuaers were virtually helpless in
obtaining satisfaction, and lacked knowledge concerning what action to
tak«. Hatty problms wars associated with credit practices, for credit was
the lubricant toerchants used to make sales wfaexe poverty conditions were too
"tight" for cash transactions. One In every five had experienced legal
pressures because of missed paynents, their goods were repossessed and
their salaries were garnished, or they were threatened with gamlshaants.
He found that nany of the families in this position had heavy credit obli-
gations that reached crisis proportions when their IncOTMi was suddenly
reduced through illness or unetq>loynent
.
Inability to maintain paynents was not the only problen these con-
•VBsrs encountered. The merchant's failure to live up to his obligations
ereated difficulties for a inch larger proportion, soae 40 per cent. This
group included fasdlies who were seduced by bait advertising and high-
pressure salesmen into buying much more expensive nerehandise than they had
Intended, fasdlies who were given erroneous infomatlon about the costs of
their purchases, and fsssiliea who were sold reconditioned merchandise as
saw. Caplovitz stated that these two kinds of problom, legal difficulties,
resulting from missed paynants, and exploitation by merchants, are not
always independent of each other. Some families capable of maintaining
paysMmts stopped paymants when they discovered that they had been cheated.
But instead of gaining retribution, they were usually subjected to legal
sanctions brought upon then by the merehant.
Caplovitz stated that there is another aspect to this legal structure.
The merehants who offer "easy credit" have the legal right to sell their
contracts at a discount to a finance company. Many low-income consumers
do not understand this procedure. They mistakenly believe that the mer-
chant has foiM out of business and aasoae that nothing can be done about
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their problMi. This practice of selling contracts to credit agencies often
has the effect of relieving the merchant of fulfilling his responsibilities
to the constsaer.
He discovered that in keeping with their inadequacies as consumers in
a bureaucratic society, most of these families had no ld«« nhat they coold
do about their consumer problems. When asked directly «here they would go
for help if they found themselves being cheated by a merchant, some 64 per
cent said that they did not know. They could not nane any of the community
agaaeles equipped to deal with these problems, such as the Legal Aid Society,
the State Banking and Finance Department, the Small Claims Court, or the
Better Business Bureau. The Better Business Bureau was the agency most
often cited by the minority who had sone idea where they could go for pro-
fessional help.
In summary, no studies hsire been made to identify problems of consumers
living in the mldwestem area of the United States which Manhattan might
represent and Senator Hruska of Nebraska might have had this in mind in
making reference to the lack of consumer problems.
David Caplovitz was eoneemed with low-lneorae consumers in a large
metropolitan city, seaw 15 per cent of whom were on welfare, 75 per cent of
whom were Regroes or of Puerto Biean extraction, of whom 17 per cent had
eomplated high school and about half had attended school beyond grade school.
They were usually in the early states of the life cycle and had relatively
large families. Yet, they were not products of the metropolitan city:
"Their place of origin, their ethnicity, their low-educational level, all
suggest that these consuswrs are products of more tradltlonalistle cultures,
poorly trained in the ways of urban, bureaucratic society... this fact
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tmderllM many of their problems as contoMrs" (Caplovltz, 1964, p. 77).
Host of the problAM or the aajor probleas of the families were with trade
practices
.
Collatso, on the other hand, was concerned with a broader strata of
the population. He measured consumer frustrations according to stage In
the life cycle « level of education, level of Incone, occupational status,
housing status (owner or renter), and vacatlonal status. Be obtained the
study data In the northern suburbs of Boston from 464 families using such
techniques as sentence completion, projective questions, word associations,
rating scales, and forced choice questions. Collaazo foimd that probleaa
differed according to family characteristics and that shopper sophistica-
tion or "maturity" Increased with position on the socio-economic scale.
He was concerned with consumer frustration; most of which resulted from
trade practices and service related to shopping.
The report to the President on the regional consumer conferences
Identified a lack of information in the market place as a contributor to
consumer problems.
This study differs from that of Caplovltz in that it Is not primarily
concerned with trade practices and the respondents were from all strata of
a small mldwestem city. It differs from Collazzo notably by Its focus on
a different population group, but also by its main eafihasls on consumer
rather than shopping problems and their corresponding frustrations.
OBJECTIVES
The study considered consumer problems primarily by stage in the life
cycle, and secondarily by Income and educational level, and employment or
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noneaployamt status of female respondents. The specific objectlires vere:
To determine whether Individuals of Manhattan, Kansas have consuoer
problens that they will identify and relate In an Interview.
To determine whether the types of problems Identified reflect the
different consumption patterns of Individuals of different stages
In the life cycle.
To detennlne If the respondents would agree with certain ethical
rights attributed to consumers and would Identify with these
ethical principles as represented In various practices encountered
in the market place.
The purposes that underlie these objectives, however, were to develop
evidence that could be used In:
Consu8«r education to help the consumer become a more effective
and satisfied consumer.
Consumer policy fomulation, for guiding legislation and market-
ing practices.
Improvement of consumer-business relationships.
PROCEDURE
Selection of Sample
The data for this study were obtained in 1965 by personal interviews
with 60 households in Manhattan, Kansas. The population from which the
sample was drawn was all households listed in the 1964 Tax Assessor's
records who fulfilled the life cycle criteria of categories I, II, III, and
IV, baaed upon the age of the fasdly head.
Category I (Toung Married) - Married couples under 30 years of age.
Category II (Toung Middle) - Married couples from 30-49' years of age.
Category III (Eoqity Kest) - Married couples and persons living
alone, 50-64 years of age.
Category IV (Aged and Retired) - Married couplea and persons
living alone, 65 years of
age and older.
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for each of the 21 Tax Assessor's books, in vhlch are enumerated all
anas in the City of Manhattan, those occupied dwelling units (ODU's) In
which there were families or persons aanlfestlng the characteristics of
one of the particular stages of the life cycle categories above were
tabulated. This was done for approxliaately the first 40 naaes In eaeli
book. If the 40th nam was not the last now on the page, the nanes
tWMlnlng on that page were taken. To estlsate the total population of
households per book In each of the four stage of the life cycle categories,
the number of pages froai which the approxLnately 40 nanes were taken was
divided Into the total nuad>er of pages In that particular book and the
result nultlplled by the number of naaes in each category. A cumulative
total of households with the desired characteristics was then made of the
total nuatber of the aasiple in each category: Category I, 1,428 households;
Category II, 2,202 households; Category III, 1,278 households; and
Category IV, 1,349 households. The nuafeer of households In each category
was listed consecutively and Identified by nunber.
The desired size of the saople waa fifteen for each life cycle
category. An additional five naaws were drawn as substitutes for those
who had moved, could not be located, or refused. This total nuBd>er of
desired names (20) was divided Into the cumulative total of each category
of respondents In order to obtain the Interval at which the senile was to
be selected. This yielded sampling Intervals of 71, 110, 64, and 67 for
Categories I, II, III, and IV, respectively. A starting iiMsiiiii was select-
ed at random, between one and the interval, and the household bearing that
mviber waa selected. The household bearing that maaber plus the Interval
Maber waa used to obtain the next name, and so on until the desired
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•anple size for each category vas obtained. After the desired saaiple
•ise of fifteen plus five alternatives was chosen, these twenty naaes
were again listed randomly to form the order for interviewing. The last
five nanes on the list were alternates, one through five in the order of
their use.
In Category I, under 30 years of age, only 12 of the initial 20
respondents could be located; the r^aainder had moved from the area.
Therefore, the method of sample selection was repeated to obtain an addi-
tional 10 vtaamu.
Schedule
The interview was structured by a ten page schedule (Appendix C) on
which the data were recorded. The schedule was divided into three phases.
The questions were arramged so that the schedule proceeded from gmeral to
specific open-end questions in the first phase, to rating attitudes and
reactions to consumer problems on five point scales in the second phase, to
rating consumer identification of principles and practices in the market
place in the third phase. The schedule cover sheet provided spaces for the
code nuid>er of the respondent (the category and interval number of the
respondent) , for recording the time the Interview began and ended , and the
total time of the interview.
The respondents were told that the purpose of the interview was to
determine if people had consoMr problems, and if so, to inquire as to what
kinds of problems. The Interview be^ran by asking who in the family did
most of the shopping. This answer assured the interviewer he was talking
to the appropriate family meolMir; if not, a subsequent appointment was made.
IS
It also placed the reapondent amwvhat at ease, for It could be mtvered
•aaily and poaltlyely.
The Interviewer began the first phase with a statement and general
qvastion: "Sooe elain that people do not have any shopping or buying
problesis, while others claim that there are laore probleias than meet the
•ye; do you think that people have problems when they shop or buy?" This
opening question about people, in general, was followed by more personal
•p«n-end questions. The questions proceeded fron general to specific
concerning the presence or absence of consumer problems. Probes were used
to gain as Mieh infomation as possible about each problem and the respon-
dents* attitudes and reactions to these problems. Up to this point in the
interview, no specific problem areas were suggested by the interviewer, and
therefore such problems as were listed would indicate those most salient
and perhaps most significant to the respondents. The respondents were then
shown a list of services and products suggestive of problem areas which they
ay have temporarily forgotten during the preceding open-end questions.
This was followed by further open-end questions.
In the second phase beginning on page 7 of the schedule respondents
were asked several specific questions to determine their attitudes toward
three circumstances which might have soae significance on their consumer
problems, either explaining the presence of the problems themselves, or
explaining their attitudes and reactions to such problems, lliey were
asked to rate on a five point scale ranging from "always" to "never", the
frequency with which they were unable to find what they were looking for,
and whether they thought it was worthwhile to shop for prices. Their
comments on the questions also were solicited. The respondents were then
uMfccd what they did In the event that they bought senathing that they did
not like, by relating positively and negatively to ten poaalblc actions raag-
Ing from "nothing" to "write Esther Peterson, The Consumer Advisor to
President Johnson." This was done to deteraine the strength of their
reaction and their knowledge of possible sources of help.
The last phase beginning on page 8 concerned ethical principles
(Qvastions I) and their application by business in the market place
(Question II), to determine:
1. If the respondents would recognize certain general ethical
principles of the market place, and
2. If they would identify with these principles in various
practices of the market place.
They were asked to express themselves on a five point scale ranging
fro« "fully agree" to "fully disagree" for the principles, and fro«
"perfectly all right" to "shouldn't be allowed" for the practices. If the
respondents considered a practice "wrong" or "shouldn't be allowed", they
were then asked question III, whose responsibility it was for ellnlnatiag
the practice: Buyer, Dealer, Manufacturer, or Government.
The last page of the schedule requested infonaatlon useful In
classifying the respondents' fanily income level, education, occupational
status of housewife, and stage in life cycle.
Interview
A personal letter was sent to each household giving the purpose of
the study and requesting their cooperation (Appendix B) . Each was told
that an Interviewer would call within the next few weeks. Vhen appearing
at the home, the interviewer Introduced hlnaelf as a student in the
Department of Family Economies and repeated the purpose of the interview.
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The respondents vere reassured that the Interviav was confidential and that
BO ona would be Identified with any of the Information given, or with the
study. Occasionally It was necessary to explain how they had been chosen
to participate In the study.
All 60 Interviews were conducted by the author In April, 1965. Only
two of the chosen respondents refused to be Interviewed. Eighteen of those
originally chosen had aoved, 12 of whtni were In the youngest age group, thus
reflecting the higher mobility rate of younger families.
The average length of the interviews was 40 minutes. All were con-
ducted In the homes of the respondents, during the day and evening, on all
days of the week. Call-backs were made without Unit until the families
could be interviewed, unless they were known to have moved from the area.
Call-backs ranged from 1 to 8.
RESULTS
Characteristics of Respondents
An equal number of respondents was chosen to represent each desig-
nated stage in the life cycle. There were 15 ratpendents in each of tha
four arbitrarily chosen age groups: under 30 years of age (young married),
30-49 years of age (young middle) , 50-64 years of aga (empty nest) , 65 years
of age and older (retired). Their characteristics are presented in Table 1.
Almost three-fourths of the respondents were hlj3;h school graduates.
Tha mean number of years of education of the wife decreased with the ad-
vancing sta^ of the life cycle. For those under 30 years of age tha
WHber of years was 13.7; for those 30-49 years of aga, 12.7; for those
50-64 years of ag^, 12; and for those 65 years of aga and older, 11.6.
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Most of the wives were not gainfully einployed. Enrploymmt vas siore
frequent In the yotmgest and etapty nest stages, and foll-tisw honenakers
Bore frequent In the child-rearing and retirement stages of the life cycle.
OBe*-half of the fanlllea had Incomes helow 55000. They were concen-
trated in the youngest and oldest age groups. Although laorc of the fasil-
lles In the 30-49 age group were one-wage-eamer fainilies than the other
categories of respondents, Incoiae was highest for this group. Income was
next highest for those in the 50-64 age bracket.
TABLE 1.—Characteristics of the respondents
NnariMr of respondents by life cycle stage
Under 65 and
Characteristics 30 30-49 50-64 over All
Education of wife 15 15 15 15 60
8 or under 1 2 4
9-11 1 1 4
12 7 5 23
13 and over 6 4 21
Rot detersdned 3 8
bployvsnt status of wife 15 15 H 15 60
bqtloyed full-tiae 2 2 12
bployed part-tisn 1 6
Ho eaq>loynent 13 9 34
Not determined 3 8
?anily incosie level 15 15 ii 15 60
Less than $3000 I 9 17
$3000 - $4999 3 1 13
$5000 - $7499 3 3 15
$7500 - $10,000 3 2 10
$10,000 and over 5 5
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Consuner Problems Identified by Respondents
As the questionnaire beeasMi won specific more respondents Identified
eenswnr problems. To the Initial question, "I>o you think people have
problems when they shop or buy?" the answers were about evenly divided.
Twenty-nine of the respondents said "yes", and 22 said "no", and 9 said
"no opinion." When the interview was conpleted, all of the respondents had
identified one or wore constnaer problems. The number of problems identified
by the respondents and the number of respondents identifying problems are
presented in Table 2. The specific problems have been classified, which
has the effect of reducing the number of respondents identifying probleaa.
So, the table presents both sets of data: the nuid)er of probloM and the
number of respondents reporting one or more problems in the class. There
are wiltlple problems for the first nine areas, especially clothing and
appliances. The general tendency, however, of both sets of data is for the
mniber of problems to decrease with age.
Problems with clothing were mentioned much more frequently than any
other. Over three-fourths of the respondents said they had problems with
clothing. Appliances were next as a source of problems as 29 or about half
mentioned this area. These were more frequently expressed by the younger
favilies. Food ranked third in frequency of probl^, followed by insurance,
and automobiles and related repairs and accessories, door-to-door salessMn
and telephone sales approaches, SMdleal care, and restaurants were next, in
that order.
For those respondents under 30 years of age, clothing constituted the
most frequent problem, mentioned by 11 of the 15 respondents. Food and
automobile-related problems ranked next in frequency of probles*, mentioned
by 9 for each of these two areas. Seven of the 15 respondents mentioned
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TABLE 2.—Types of eonsuaer problems identified by respondents
Hiaiber of respondents identifying problenw
|
Number of problems identified
Life cycle stage Life cycle stage
thider 30- 50- 65 and Under 30- 50- 65 and
Problem 30 49 64 over All 30 49 64 over All
Total ii 80 60 59 294 112 104 71 69 336
Clothing 11 14 9 12 46 15 22 13 17 67
Appliances 7 12 4 6 29 8 18 5 8 39
Food 9 7 5 6 27 12 7 6 7 32
Insurance 7 3 8 5 23 10 4 9 5 28
Auto, auto repair
and accessories 9 3 2 6 20 11 4 3 6 24
Door and tele-
phone sales
approaches 4 4 1 9 18 6 5 1 10 22
Furniture and
household items 7 3 1 18 7 9 3 1 20
Medical care 2 3 2 14 8 2 3 2 15
House and house
repair 4 4 2 14 4 5 4 2 15
Restaurants 4 1 1 11 5 4 1 1 11
Credit 2 2 7 3 2 2 7
Launderers and
dry cleaners 2 1 6 3 2 1 6
Bemty and barber
shops 1 1 5 3 1 1 5
Advertising I 1 1 5 2 1 1 1 5
Household taovers 1 3 2 1 3
Guarantees and
warrantees 1 2 1 1 2
Miscellaneous 4 5 2 16 6 5 6 2 19
Trade practices 2 5 3 10 2 7 5 14
Service 2 1 3 4 10 2 2 3 5 12
Prices and value 2 2 5 1 10 2 2 5 1 10
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problems with appliances. Insurance, furniture, and household Items, and
surprisingly, medical care.
For those respondents between 30-49 years of age, clothing again was
the prlfluiry source of difficulty, sientloned by 14 of the 15 respondents.
Appliances were next, aeatloned by four-fifths of the respondents, food,
furniture and household Itens followed, with about half of the 15 respon-
dents mentioning problens with these areas. .
For the age group 50-64 years of age, clothing was again the primary
source of problems, mentioned by 9 of the 15 respondents. Insurance followed,
with about half of the respondents, and food was third. Identified by a
third of the respondents.
For the oldest age group, 65 and over, clothing ranked first, men-
tioned by four-fifths of the 15 respondents. Door-to-door salesmen and
telephone sales approaches followed in the frequency of problems, mentioned
by 9, and appliances, automobiles and related problems, and Insurance were
mentioned as problem areas by about a third.
Of the 356 problems in 20 different problem areas identified, clothing
accounted for the highest percentage of problems mentioned, 19 per cent.
Appliances accounted for 11 per cent of all problems, food 9 per cent, door-
to-door salesmen and telephone sales approaches 6 per cent, furniture and
other household items 6 per cent, medical care 4 per cent, house and house
repair 4 per cent, and restaurants, 3 per cent of all problesui.
The problems were then classified according to the reason for the
problem. The reasons were lack of quality, inability to find the item or
service, poor service, high prices and poor value, and shady trade practices.
Lack of quality was mentioned most often (28Z) , trade practices accounted
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for all or part of the problem 24 per cent of the tlae, but since thla
covers vuaay diverse business practices, it was probably less of a problen
than the Inability to find the item or service (20Z) . Poor service was th«
reason for the problen 16 per cent, and high prices and poor value 12 per cent
of the tiae.
Since those 65 and over had frequently reported probleoM with door-to-
door salesnen and telephone sales approaches, they also listed trade
practices as the chief source of difficulty. The data are presented in
Table 3.
TABLE 3.—Reasons given by respondents for identifying a constner problesi
Nuaiber of tines aentloned
Iteason for problen Under 30
Life
30-49
cycle stage
50-64 65 and over All
leason 143 120 87 18 419
Quality 41 35 21 21 118
Can't find 26 34 9 1« 85
Trade practices 31 21 23 24 9f
Services 18 17 17 14 66
Prices/value 18 13 17 3 SI
Consoner Attitudes and Reactions to Problens
Reactions of Respondents to Specific Consasar Problens Hentiened . The open-
end questions included several probing questions such as, "Did they nake it
good to your satisfaction?" "Are they all like that, or is this just a
particular case?" "Do you still buy from the sane place?" "Did you tell
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aagrea* %l»m about ItT" Their reactions were sumaarlzed according to
wlMther the problwM vere associated with products or with service and
prasanted in Table 4. Several differences are noticed. Most (69%) of
those vlth a problem concerning a product said the dealers had made it good
to their satisfaction, but none reported satisfaction arising out of poor
service. The faulty-product problen vas «ot« frequently considered a
general probleo in contrast to the problem of poor service, which they more
frequently considered to be a particular case.
Identification of the source of the problem x^as with the product and
not the dealer for product problems, and with the dealer for service
problens. This is reflected by the response. When asked if they still
bought from the saae place, 81 per cent of the responses were "yes" «lien
the problem concerned a product, whereas 72 per cent were "no'' when the
problem concerned poor service. Also, they were more likely to tell others
about the problem situation if service related. No particular pattern of
problem Identification is associated with life cycle.
But^tnad Itaas . The respondents were asked if they or a MaJ>er of the family
had taken anything back within th« past year. About one third of the respon-
dents recalled that they had. Host frequently mentioned was clothing, con-
stituting 18 of the 22 items returned. The other it«M vere food and
appliances, two each*
The reason given for having returned the items was quality (55%) and
size (36%). The retailer had given satisfactioci when they returned the item
in 9 of 10 responses. When asked if they thought the item returned was just
a particular case, that is, a "l«aoB'*» most (92%) said "yes". That is, they
did not think that all of the itesM ««re like that. When asked if they still
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TABLE 4.—Reactions of respondents to specific eonsomar probl
problem class
BMntioned, by
A product problem A service problem
Consuaer reactions
Life cycle stage
Under 30- 50- 65 6
30 49 64 over
ALL
Life cycle stage
!h»der 30- 50- 65 &
30 49 64 over
ALL
"Did they nake it good
to your satisfaction?"
Tes
Ke
Mot entirely
'Are they all like that, or
is this just a particular
ease?"
5
3
2
8
2
5
1
18
6
2 1
3 2
1
3
I
8
3
All like that 10 7 1 5 23 2 1 1 4
Particular case 7 9 6 2 24 2 2 5 4 13
"Do you still buy fron th«
sasM place?
Tes 9 13 5 2 29 2 2 1 5
No 2 2 2 6 1 3 3 2 9
Only when I have to 1 1 1 1 2 4
"Did you tell anyone else
about it?"
Yes 15 14 2 2 33 2 4 6 3 15
No 5 3 3 1 12 1 2 3
Don't x«Mai>ar 1 1 2
bought from the »am place, 87 per cent said they did. When asked if they told
other people about it, 64 per cent said that they had. The data are presented
in Table 5.
W»rit Bwr . The resposdeaits wtxe asked what they considered to be the "worst
buy" they or a fanlly wmA»t aver «ade. Used ears vere mentioned nost
freqtMutly (41%) , appliances were asationed by 21 per cent of those who had
MMtioned hatvittg aade a 'Hnrst bny".
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TABLE 5.
—
RMpoatas to question concerning whether respondents had 1taken
soMithlng back within past year
Number of returned iteas
Life cycle stage
CooMvmer reactions Under 30 30-49 50-64 65 and over All
Product
:
Used cars 4 3 3 5 12
Appliances 1 3 1 1 6
Encyclopedias 2 2
Other 5 2 2 f
Season:
Quality S 8 4 2 19
Price and value 2 2 1 5
Other 1 2 2 5
Did they sudte it good
to your satisfaction?
Yes
No 1 2 1 I 5
Not entirely 2 2
Not replying 4 9 9 4 22
Are they all like that
or Is this just a particular
ease?
All like that 1 5 2 8
Particular e«a« 2 2 2 €
Not replying 4 4 4 3 15
Do you still buy froB
the sane place?
Yes 2 3 1 6
No 1 2 2 1 6
Only when I have to
Not replying 4 6 4 3 17
Did you tell anyone
else Aout it?
Yes 5 5 2 1 13
No 2 2
Don't remember 1 1
Not replying 2 4 4 3 13
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LMk of quality (66%) and poor price and value (17Z) ware the nost
frequently given reasons for having considered the purchase a "vorst boy".
None said the dealer had nade It good to their satisfaction. A«ked If they
thought all were like that» 57 per cent said "yes", and 43 per cent said
that this vas a particular case. Asked If they still bought from the same
place, cme half said that they did and 87 per cent said they had told others
about the situation or product, and a few replied 'at every chance I got."
The data are presented In Table 6.
It Is Interesting to compare the responses made to "returned Itens"
and to 'Srorst buys" together. A lack of quality vas nentloned as the
reason In most of the responses to both questions. Homvr, there is con-
siderable difference in replies to the probing questions of each. Asked
if they had been glvm satisfaction, 90% of those who had returned lt«Mi
said "yes", whereas, for those wmtlonliig "worst buys" all said that they
had not been given satisfaction. To the question If they considered all of
the ItetBS like that, 92 per cent of those who returned Iteas said that this
vas Just a particular ease, whereas for those having suule a "worst buy"
only A3 per cent said that It was a particular case. Asked if they still
bought froB the sme plaee, 87 per cent of those Who had returned Items said
that they still do, whereas for those MMtlonlng a "worst buy" only half said
"yes". Asked If they had told others about the problcs situation, 64 p«r
cent of those returning Itens said they had, but 87 per cent of those sufcing
"vorst buys" said "yes" and said so w>re eaphatlcally.
Locating ItMM. The respondents were asked how often they were able to find
what they were looking for. They were to respond according to a five point
scale ranging fron "always" to "never". About half (32) of the 60 respon-
dents said they generally could find what they were looking for. About one
nTABLE 6.—Rftsponsaa to qvMstlon concerning the worst buy respondents had
ever made
Ntndier of worst bvfs
Life cycle stage
Contuner reactions Under 30 30-49 50-6A 65 and over All
Product
!
Clothing 4 7 2 3 16
Appliance* 2 2
Feed 2 2
T^pc recorder 1 1
Car 1 1
leeaon:
Quality 4 5 3 12
Size 1 A 1 2 8
Trade practice 1 1
Sot replying 1 1
Did they make It good
to your eatlsfactlon?
Tea s 5 1 f
Mo 1 1
Kot entirely
Mot replying 2 A 3 3 12
Are they all like that.
or Is this just a particular
ea«e?
All like that 1 1
Particular ease 2 5 4 I 12
Not replying 2 4 3 9
Do you still buy froK
the aaaa place?
Tea 4 5 3 1 13
No 1 1
Only when I have to 1 1
Not replying 1 4 2 7
Did you tell anyone
else about It?
Tea 4 5 9
Ho 1 2 3
Don't rtmeaber 2 2
Not replying 1 3 2 2 8
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fourth (14) said they rarely could find vhat they vere looking for, md the
remaining fourth (14) vere leas definite. Their responses classified by
stage in the life cycle, occupational status, ineoaae, and education are
presented in Table 7.
Asked if they had any eoawsnts to the question, 54 of the respondents
did have. Most of the eonaaents (54Z) concerned the difficulty of finding
clothing, 17 per cent concerned the difficulty of finding food, particularly
KonMt foods, seafoods, and foreign foods, 7 per cent concerned household
itoM of variovs kinds, nd the resMinder concerned nlseellaaeons ItoM
and ravarka d>oat Manhattaa stores. Their coiaosents are quoted verbatln in
Appaadix D, classified by stage in tlw life cycle.
^tiem Cospariaon Shopping
. The respondents vere askad if they thought
there vm eaovgh difference in prices to nake price coiqiarison shopping
vorthMhile. Tha vmbmr of replies vere fairly evenly distributed betVMB
those vho considered it "always" or "usually" worthwhile (24 out of 60)
tmA those who eonaldared it "never" or "rarely" vortlwhila (26 out of 60)
.
TlMtlr rasponaes are presented in Table 8.
Frlce conparisen shopping va« considered to be worthwhile most often
by houastvives not gainfully onployad, theaa oadar 50 years of age, and those
vhosa education was lindted to higfh stdieol. It vas s»st often considered
not worthwhile by those housewives with gainful aaploynent, those over 50
years of age, and those with education beyond high sdiool.
The respondants vera naked if they had any coammts to Mike concerning
tha feasibility of price eoaparlson shopping. A verbatln listing of these
eoHsents Is presented according to stage in the life cycle in Appaadlx E,
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TABLE 7.—lUispontftS to question concerning frequency that the respondent could
find what he was lo<^lng for
General response
Respondent categories Always Usually SoaMttloes Rarely Nearer All
8t«s« In life cycle 1 M J^ li i 6g
Under 30 years old 7 5 3 15
30-49 years old 8 4 3 15
50 - 64 years old 10 2 3 15
65 years or older 2 5 3 5 15
Occupational status 1 30 Ih. 14 60
Housewife 1 15 10 8 34
Heuacwlfe with full-tine waployMnt 15 3 3 12
Eo«sa«lfe with part-tiae <nployaent 4 1 10 6
Kale 6 2 8
fanily IncoBK 1 30 14 1* 60
Lass than $3000 2 8 3 4 17
$3000 - $4999 10 3 13
$5000 ~ $7499 6 4 5 15
$7500 - $9999 3 3 4 10
$10,000 or over 3 1 10 5
Education 2 30 14 1* W
8 years or imder 2 2 1 2 7
9-11 years 1 2 10 4
12 years 16 5 7 28
13 years and over 11 6 4 21
To facilitate cooparlaoii, the nn—snta were cod«d and tabulated, as shoM
in Table 9. Their distribution roughly corresponds with the distribution
of the vaaponaes on the five point seale gtymn In Table 8. Abevt half (49Z)
of the eonsMHts affinsed the value of price conparison shopping, and about
ene^fevrth said that they did not price shop. The esipkasls given to shop-
ping for "sales" and "tpeeials" indicates an awareness of price and a nMd
to eenuwlse. The yoanfeat nspondenta were least responsive to this,
except in the purchasing of large it«B8, and w»re aware of the tiae and
transportatim costs of shopping arowd. The older mipnwiicntt were those
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TABLE 8.—Ratpoases to question concerning the feasibility of price coiqjarlson
shopping
SOBM No
Respondent categories Always Usually tines Rarely Never opinion All
Stage in life cycle 11 9 19 7 1 60
Under 30 years old 2 3 2 15
30-49 years old 1 5 1 15
50 - 64 years old 4 3 5 15
65 years or older 2 8 15
Occupational statoa 17 9 19 7 1 *o
Housewife 13 4 11 2 1 34
Housevife with full-tlsM «aq>loyBMit 3 1 4 3 12
Housewife with part-tisn esiploynant 2 3 1 6
Male 2 1 1 8
Fasdly Incone 17 9 19 I 1 60
Less than $3000 4 8 1 17
$3000 - $4999 3 1 13
$5000 - $7499 2 3 3 15
$7500 - $9999 6 2 10
$10,000 or over 2 1 5
Education 17 9 19 7 1 60
8 years or under 2 1
4" 7
9-11 years 1 4
12 years 12 6 5 4 28
13 years and over 3 2 9 3 1 21
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TABLE 9.—Solicited coomentB to quastlon concerning feasibility of price
coHparlaon shopping
Under
CoHwnts classified 30
65 &
30-49 50-64 over All
49Number of respondents cooaentias 12 u 13 12
Tes, if shop sales «ad specials 2 7 6 5 20
Tes, for large iteas 4 4
But quality irast be considered 2 2 2 6
No, not worth cost in time and/
or transportation S 4 1 3 IS
Mo, SMsa lt«BS cheaper, sone
nore •xpeaalve, so it evens oat 4 1 2 7
}ty only concern is finding It 1 1 2
I don't usually price shop 1 3 4 8
I shop only for brand n— 1 1 2
vhe said their only concern was finding the iLtem, that they did not usually
prlea alMp, or that they shoppad only for naia brands.
taaetioja to CoaatMar "FMblaaa in General". The reap—damts were aakad tihmt
their reactions ware vfaen they bouglit soMthing with which they were dis-
satisfied. Tha qtMStioB vaa not in relation to a apeelfic problem mantloa«4
by the consuaer, but to "problaaa la general The respondents were glvvn
a list of ten possible reactions. The first two involved amotional but not
MMdlal reactions, four were rcnadial steps Imrolving the parties to the
problem. These xaaetlens were not mntnally exclusive. Thus, ona or more
reactions could have baaa noted for each respondent lAan asked whether he
^^MWHKj.^
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"usually or "•CMwtiBB*" reacted In any of the tan ways. The reactions of
the respondents are presented In Table 10.
The aost frequent reaction nentioned by respondents was to tell the
•t«i« about the problem (57 of 60). The next aost frequent reapeaae was to
take the Item back (47 of 60) . A lesa frequent reaction nentioned by res-
pondents was to 'soBatlaas" stop trading there, whidi largely dapeaded en
the attitude of the store when they took the iten bade (Tsible 11) . Only
Infrequently had the respondents taken nore "drastic" action such as, written
the SMDufacturer , called or written the Better Business Bureau, their eowity
taoBS extenslcm agent, their congreasaum or senator, or the Conauaer Advisor
to the President.
There appeared to be differences in the reactions of the two youngest
age groups eeaipared with the two oldest age groups. Of the 18 respondents
who said they beeaaa angry on occasions whan they bought sooething with
which they ware dissatisfied, 16 were in th« two youngeat age groiq>s. Of
those who said thay «e«ld stop trading there, 19 of the 29 were respondents
in the two yotmgest age groups. And of those who had taken a»re "drastic"
action such as written or called their Better Business Bureau, their county
heaa extension agent, the aaRufaeturer, 12 of the 17 afflraatiwe replies
easw fresi the two youngest age grovpa.
It appeara that housewives with no gainful eaqployBent tended to hawe
written the nanufacturer and called the Better Business Bureau aere fre-
quently than those wives who were gainfully eaployed, which la perhaps due
to having vore tine. Also, the strongest reaction for those respondents
with less than a hi^ school education was to take the itaa back when they
were dissatisfied.
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TABLE 10.—Response to question concerning usual reaction of respondent to unsatisfactory purchase
Personal Parties to the Sources not connected with
Reaction problem transaction
Write
or Write
Tell Stop Write call consumer Number
store Take trad- Write or county Write advisor of
Characterls tics No- Become about it ing manufac- call extension represen- to respon
of respondents thing angry it back there turer BBB agent tatlves President dents
Stage In life cycle
Under 30 years old
30-49 years old
50-64 years old
65 years or older
Occupational status
Housewife
Housewife with full-
time employment
Housewife with part-
time employment
Hale
Usually
Sometimes
Usually
Sometimes
Usually
Sometimes
Usually
Sometimes
Usually
Sometimes
Usually
Sometimes
Usually
Sometimes
•Usually
Sometimes
8
1
2
1
3
2
Usually 2
Sometimes
Usually
Sometimes
Family income
Less than $3000
$3000 - $4999
$5000 - $7499
$7500 - $9999
$10,000 or over
Education
Up to 12 years
12 years (high
school graduate)
13 - 15 years
16 years or more
Usually 8
Sometimes
Usually 4
Sometimes
Usually 2
Sometimes
Usually 1
Sometimes
Usually 1
Sometimes
Usually
Sometimes
Usually 8
Sometimes 0^
Usually 2
Sometimes
Usually 5
Sometimes
Usually 1
Sometimes
Usually
Sometimes
4
4
11
1
14
4
14
4
hi
10
4
12
3
12
3
13
hi
10
28
4
47
10
12
3
10
3
13
1
47
10
22
4
12
1
21
11
7
5
12
2
8
3
9
1
li
11
26
4
3
6
2
5
1
36
11
9
1
8
2
8
4
7
3
4
1
36
11
5
19
6
9
2
3
3
_6
23
2
10
6
23
2
13
3
7
1
3
6
23
5
1
5
2
4
3
4
5
6
23
3
11
2
6
1
6
60
15
15
15
15
io
34
12
6
,r
60
17
13
15
10
5
60
12
23
16
34
TABLE 11.—Ihitolicited CBMiwnts to qtMStlon concerning usual reaction of
respondent to vnaatlsfactory purchase
Ksaetion and unsolicited co—smt Nuiriber of tiaes aeBtioned
Under 65 &
30 30-A9 50-64 over All
Total conaents 16 14 42
Usually nothing
BeeoBtt angry
"If I paid quite a bit for it."
"Only if the store failed to do anything about it.
Tell the store snd/or take it bade
"Soneti»es» but not for nlnor problem."
"Would depend on how such it costs."
"Soaetlaes, if it isn't ny fault."
"Alvays tell the store first."
"They usually isake it right.*'
"Took SOBS hsHbvrger back, grocer said, 'you
didn't have to buy it.*"
10 1
1 1
3 310 110 110 1
1 1
Do not trade there
"Sonetiises, would depend upon attitude of store
uhen I took it back."
"Sowtlmas, If it was deliberate."
"ItaJer no elreunstances would I do this."
Write the SHBtufaeturer
"Have been tenpted to write about TV coanerdals."
"Soaatlaes, on bigger (oore expensive) itens."
"Wrote the nanufacturer, but didn't receive an
answer."
"If I couldn't get satisfaction from the dealer."
Write or call the Better Bualness Bureau
"BBB is pretty weak. They Just keep eesplalnts
on file. Heed a stronger organisation."
"Tea, abont door-to-door salesiaen."
"When a eosiyauy did not fulfill a contract."
Write or call the county Rone Extension Agent
Write Congressman or Senator
Write Esther Peterson, the Ckmsuaar Advisor to the
President
8 8
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
9
1
21
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3S
Althoagh tbm rttpondents vsr* aot Mk*d tpeclfleally to eMMHit»
of thoB did so and tholr en—nats aro presonted In Table 11. Mora
than half of thalr unsolicited eoiintt to the ten reaetlons were to the
naetion whether they would stop trading there If they were dissatisfied.
Half of all the eoamenta vade was that It would depend on the attitude of
tlM steie when the Itea was returned,
CoBMaer laeognltlon of Principles and Practices In Market Place
In the third and final phase of the interview the respa«4cats were
asked to rate on a fl-ve point scale ranging tnm "fully agree" to "fully
tftaagree**, their opinions of four principles concerned with the rights of
the eensonr In the starfcet place. These principles were based on the "four
rights of the conswaer" declared by the late President Kennedy, but his
naae was not wentlened in the interview.
There was nearly eoqileta agt—a»nt (96%) with the principles. None
disagreed with thea, aad only 4 per cent of the responses ware expressions
of partial agreeawnt with the principles.
T* detendne the respondents' nnderstandlng and mcognltlon of the
principles, as nanlfested in actual practices, they were then asked their
opinions of twelve naxket practices which violate these principles. They
were asked to rate tiMse twelve practices on a five point scale ranging fros
"perfectly all right" to "shouldn't be allowed." These unethical practices
were eonsldered all right 23 per cent of tbw tine, and "no opinion" accounted
for 5 per cent of the responses. The opinions of the respondents to the
principles and practices are presented in Table 12.
TABLB 12.—Prlndplat and practices In the wtket place
Life cycle stage
Under 30 30-49 50-64 65 & over All
Ho. No. No. No. No.
Four ethical prindplea
All opinions
Pull
Partial agrMaaat
Partial disagrooMmt
Fttll diaagTMaMit
No opinion
60 (100) 60 (100) 60 (100) 60 (100) 240 (100)
53 ( 88) 58 ( 97) 60 (100) 56 ( 98) 230 ( 96)
7 ( 12) 2 ( 3) 9 ( 4)
1 ( 2) I ( .4)
TvttlTe imethical practices
All opinions
Ught
Mo opinion
180 (100) 180 (100)
42 ( 23) 42 ( 23)
180 (100)
35 ( 19)
134 ( 74) 129 ( 72) 134 ( 74)
4(2) 9(5) 11 ( 6)
180 (100) 720 (100)
46 ( 26) 165 ( 23)
121 ( 67)
13 ( 7)
518 ( 72)
37 ( 5)
A* prosontad in Table 13, the opinions of tha raapaadants to each of
the tvelTo practices differ, however, according to the particular situation
described. Seireral practices were not recognised or considered ttnethieal
as fre^oently as others. Forty-oi^t of the 60 respondents thought the
practice describing price-fixittg (statement four) was all right. Forty-
aarven failed to identify an instalment charga quoted in terns of dollars as
15 per cent interest and considarod the charge expressed in terns of dollars
as all right (stateaent one). One-third of the resp<mdents failed to
identify an vafilled padcage as a violation of a eonavswr's right to b«
protected against false or misleading inforsation (stataawnt seven). Sixteen
of the respondents thov^t it was all rif^t for a nanufacturer to put tnilk
into two different containers and charge a higher price for one bearing a
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XUU 13.~PrlnelplflS «nd ]practices in the market place
TWalve im«thlc«l praetlecs OMar 30
Life cycle stage
30-49 30-64 65 & ever All
Indivldval practice (prin-
ciple related to) Opinions 15 15 15 60
1. Credit cost
(to know)
Rlgbt
Vreag
Ho opinion
13
2
12
3
10
3
2
47
to
S
2« Insurance
dlscrlninatiMi
(of choice)
Mg^t
VCMIg
Ro opinion
3
11
1
1
12
2
2
9
4
8
41
11
3. Product
discrialnatieo
(to facta)
ttght
Wrong
No opinion
2
13
5
8
2
4
11
li
40
4
4. Collttsion
(to price
e(Mi|>etitlon)
Right
Wrong
No opinion
10
9
12
2
1
13
2
48
11
1
5* Credit cost
(to know)
Right
Wrong
Ito opinion
I
12
2
2
13
2
10
3
5
49
•
6, Hidden price
increase
(against aialead-
Ing inforaatien)
Right
Wrong
o opinion
2
13 15
3
12
7
53
7. Daeaftive packaging
(against nislaad-
ing information)
Right
Wrong
No Opinion
4
Id
1
10
4
1
14
I
20
36
4
8. Misleading gvaraatae
(against nislead-
log inforaation)
Right
Wrong
No opinion
3
12 14
1
14
1
5
52
3
9. Insurance caaeala~
tion
(of choice)
Right
Wrong
Ha «pinia«
1
u 15 15
1
58
1
10. Daeaptivtt labeling
ing infenMtion)
Right
Wrong
No opinion
1
u 15
1
14
4
90
11. Deceptive pricing
(againat eislead-
ing information)
Right
Wttmg
No opinion
1
14
•
13
2
15
3
54
9
12. Fraudulent repre-
seatatien
(against aislead-
lag iaforuatloB)
Rlllit
Wrong
Ho opinion
1
14 15 15
1
58
1
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vell-knovn label, although 40 of tha zaapoiidants coasldered it a tmI-
practlea (atataiMtnt thrae).
fmir of the practices described had been paired. Statements one and
five concerned interest charges; stateneat ooa as a dollar charge and state-
sent five as a rate. When expressed aa a dollar charge 47 failed to identify
it as 15 per cent interest and considered the dollar charge all right.
Vhen expressed in terns of the rate as in stataawiit tiVt their opinions
were alnost totally reversed; only 5 of the respondents thotJght it vas all
tl0itt aad 49 thov^t it was too high. The other paired stateoents were two
«ad nine concerning insurance. About two-thirds (41 out of 60) thought it
«ms wrong for an insurance eoapmsf to keep its praaitm low by not insuring
old people. Howsfer, when «xpveas«4 in terns of an insurance eonpaay uhicb
c«n—lad an aged policy holder after insuring him during his yomger years,
alnost all (58 out of 60) thought this was wrtmg.
Although the vespen^ants were not aaked speeifically to cas—ent about
the twelve practices, 182 unsolicited ccwnents wore node. These verbatin
consents are listed by life cycle in Appendix F, and are sunaariaed in
Table 15. Most of the conns nts (60 out of 182) were to the effect that the
described practice was a eonnen oxporienee, "done all the tine." Almost
three-fourths (73Z) of which occurred in responae to the last four statenents
describing insurance ameelation, deceptive labeling, deceptive pricing,
and misrepresentation of product. Nine of the respondents said they had
their health and accident insurance policy canceled exactly ea described in
statenent nine. Seventeen of the unsolicited eonnents concerned the aood
for govemnent. Although it is not clear how the respondents felt about govem-
ttnt regulation they did tend to state a need for govemnent where they
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personally had be«s adversely affected. The greatest nuaber of the eoanents
calling for govannaiit regulation occurred In response to statenent nine
concerning the cancelation of insurance policies, which nine of than had
experienced.
If the respondent considered the practice wrong, he was asked to iden-
tify whoa he thought was responsible for eliodnating the practice: the
bvyer, the aumufacturer or dealer, the governient , or any eondtination of
these. Their replies are presented in Table 14. Respondents assigned
responsibility to the dealer/manufacturer 54 per cent of the titae, to the
goremnent 30 per cent of the tiae, and to the buyer 20 per cent. The
youngest and oldest age groins appeared to place responsibility on the
govemwnt slightly aore than the niddle two age groups. The 50-64 age group
placed soaawhat less responsibility on the consumer than did the other afle
groups. The oldest age group thought the responsibility should be shared
aore than did the other age gronpa.
Bswever, the aaaigaaent of responsibility for elioinating the practice
varied soaairtiat by the particular practice described. As did the unsolicited
eoaaents, aost of those who considered the govemaent wholly or partly
responsible for eliminating the practice occurred for stateawnts concerning
insurance (two and nine) , except the 50-64 age group , who thought tlie dealer
was reaponaible. Government waa also mentioned «• being nsponslble aore
than the dealer or consnaer for practices six and seven concerning packaging,
and statenant three concerning labeling. The eonsoaer was considered most
often responsible for statenent five concerning interest. The dealer/aann-
facturer was conaidered most responsible for matters concerning avtoaobiles
and goaranteea in stateamts eight and twelve, and for statements ten and
eleven concerning labeling and fictitious pricing in retail stores.
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TABLE 15.—Unsolicited cossoents to principles and practices in the market place
Life cycle stage
Under 30 30-49 50-64 65 & over All
182Unsolicited eoonents: 49 57 M M
Done all the tine 11 22 17 10 60
Meed govemaent 3 4 3 2 12
Govexnattnt shouldn't interfere 1 2 2 5
Happened to ae/faailly 2 2 3 3 10
Other eoniaents 32 27 13 23 95
Unsolicited cotsaents by statement: ii 51 il ML 182
1. Credit cost 2 2 2 I 8
Done all the tlM 1 1
Meed govemnent
Goiremnent shouldn't interfere
Happened to ae/faaily 8 e
Other coaaents i 2 2 2 7
2. Insnrance diserindnatlon i 1 2 5 12
Done all the tine
Meed goretment
OywuMMint shoaldn't interfen 1 1
Umpfomi. to m/faadly
Other coBBients 2 2 2 5 11
3. Product diseriolnatioa
Done all the tine f
i
2
1
1
1
1
11
5
Need goremsient
Govemaent shoaldn't interfere 1 1 2
Happened to ne/fsdly
Other connents 1 2 1 4
4. CollusiOTi (price fixing) 1
\ 1
1 7
DoM all the tive 1
Heed goTenaaent
Gcrvemsent shouldn't interfere 1 1
Happened to sw/fasdly
Other eoawinta 3 1 1 5
5. Credit cost 1 1 1 1 9
Done all the tine
Meed govuxraent 1 1 2
Govenuaent shouldn't interfere •
Happened to stt/fasdly
Other rin—nrs 3 2 2 7
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TABLE 15—Continued
6. BiddMi price InerttM* 4 I 4 2 17
Dmm all the tlae 2 T 1 4
Need govenawnt 1 1 1 3
Girmnamot shouldn't Interfere
Ha|>p«aed to «e/fanlly
Other eoMente 4 4 2 10
7. Deceptive peckeglng 2 5 1 i 12
DoM ell the tlM I 2 2 5
llee4 govenwent 1 1
GoveruMnt ehovldn't Interfere
Happened to mti/tmdlj
Other eoonents 1 9 2 6
t. Misleading guarantee i i i 1 12
Done all the tlM <?
••4 gvfemeent 1 1 2
CTefeweut sho«ldn*t Interfere e
Happened to ne/fanlly
Odier eooBents 4 9 9 10
9. Insurance cancellation i 9 1 1 »
Done all the tlM 1 2 4 2 9
2 2 4
Govemnent shovldn't Interfere 1 • 1
Happened to ne/faally 2 2 9 2 9
Other eonaents 1 2 9 6
10. Deceptive labeling 8 1
!
1 23
Dene all the tine I S 2 12
need govemnent
Govemaant shouldn't Interfere 1 1
Hqrpened to stt/fanlly
Other eonaents 4 9 2 1 10
11. Deceptive prlelng
f
I I 4 23
Done all the tine 5 1 2 12
Need govemnent e
Gofemnant shouldn't Interfere 1 1
Happened to ne/fanlly 1 1
Other cosnents 2 2 .4 I 9
12. Misrepresenting product I 1 I i li
Done all the tine 9 1 4 2 10
end goveraaent
flavetnnaat shouldn't Interfere
Happened to ne/faadly
Other coanenta 4 2 1 2 9
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Discussion
Clothing was by far the sost frequently mentioned consumer problem,
and the frequent Inability to find satisfactory clothing Is perhaps a
reflection of toarketlng practices based on the concept of a "typical" or
"avarage" eonsiBMr. Those consuners %Aio did not fit this stereotype were
told they were an "odd slae" or not typical. The frequency with which
satisfactory clothing could not be found Indicates that perhaps there are
any "odd-slsed" or untypical consuners.
The ability of human beings to adjust to their envlronaent is evident
In the adjustment of consumers to the market place. It Is this adjustment
of the coMnHT In the market place which » unforttmately for all, has baan
mistaken for "satisfaction" and "contentment" by such men as Senator Hruska,
Mortimer, and Pattlson. On the other hand, both Collasao (1963) and
Peterson (1965) enphaslzed that no businaaamaa imi^t to mlataka a lack of
complaints for satisfaction, "...for there is an unmistakable fatalism
toward what Is regarded as the futility of individuals expressing thcmoelves
affectively in the mase of the market place." (Peterson, 1965) This study
indicated furthermore that such fatalism can harden into a "two-edged"
cynicism, harming the consumer and the ethical businessman alike. This
eynlclsm was reflected in such connents as "done all the time" In response
to an unethical business practice. Undoubtedly this is manifested in the
form of distrust of the businessman and market place, to the detriment of
both.
Sources of this consmMr dissatisfaction and cynicism in the market
place and distrust of the businessman may be apparent from two interesting
examples taken from this study.
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On* voBan «ho vas Interviewed purchased a pair of ahoas vlileh were not
ates. After a few days of braraly trying to break In" tha nlanatad shoaa,
aha noticed that they were not laates and att«aptad to return them. She was
unable to do so, the retailer claimed that she had worn tha shoes.
Anothar respondent had broken her ankle. The X-raya of her ankla wura
raad Incorrectly and the cast was positioned wrong. She had to return to
tka hospital to hcva tha cast "repositlonad" , and waa kept la the hospital
overnight. At 4:00 a.B. aha waa awdcanad to prepare her for a "gallbladder
operation." She protaated and was able to convince the hospital that another
istaka had baaa aada. When she received the bill for "servlcaa rendarad",
hawsver, she found that she had been charged twice, for the Initial Incorrect
positioning of the east and for tha repositioning of the cast, plus hospital
charges. When she aakad for an Itenized statea»nt of the charges, tha
request was refused. She asked her doctor about the chargea, and was told
that he did not handle any of the "bualnass and" of his work, and that this
vas the responsibility of the hospital.
While it is true that these are cmly two axaBq>las froai the sixty who
ware Interviewed , and that it would be wrong to conclude that thaaa are
wmmm occurreneaa, it is perhaps Just aa important to recognisa that sal-
practices do occur, and they are not Infrequent. Whether eonsuaer prolblasN
are of the cxtretae forss as those axprassad in tha t»» axaaples or the toore
eaawRplace types of sMlpractieaa a» thoaa described in the twelve unethical
practices which suny of the reapMidattts had actually experienced, sudli
practices do exist. They cannot be construed as conducive to "satisfaction**
and "contentaant" in the owrkat place, which sotsie eonauiMr critics elaia
axiats.
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SUHHABT
All of the respondents had consvMrr problens of significance to then.
Am th« open-end qtMstion* beeane aere specific, aore problem were Identified.
Prdblens with clothing were nentioned aoet frequently. Other najor probloa
areas were with appliances, food, insurance, automobiles and related repairs
and accessories, door-to-door salesam aad talaphime sale approaches, in that
order.
Although clothing vas the luijer probleai for all four age grot^s , the
fnqivaaey of other problen areas varied by stages of the life cycle: for
those mder 30 years of a^, food, antosiobile insurance, nedlcal care, fur-
niture and household IteM; for those 30-49 years of age, appliances, food
and fumituxe nd household itens; for those 50-64, Insuraaee; and for tha
oldest age group, over 65 years, door-to-door and telephone sales approaches
vex* sourees of aajor diseontent.
Of the five possible reasons for probleeis, quality was sost frequently
iMntloned. followud by shady trade practices, and inability to find the itea.
Poor service and high prices or poor value vera of lesser iaportaace. Poor
service was aore Irritating than faulty products, and the consuners' reaction
vas to talk vlth the retailer and, If not satisfied, to trade elseirtMra.
iMpeaaes to the relative difficulty of finding iteas vace fairly evenly
divided between those who usually could find what they were looking for and
tiieaa irtio could not. Most of the solicited conaants to this question con-
cerned tlM difficulty of finding clothing, aad to a lesser extent, foods,
and household itM«.
The feasibility of price eoavarison shopping vas fairly evenly divided
between those who did and did not consider it worthwhile. Those with gainful
uenploytnent and education beyond high school more often considered It not
vorthvhlle to price comparison shop.
CoMUMrs ««re asked which of ten specified actions they take In regard
to their constnaer problens. Most reported their problem to the store, took
the Item back, or, on occasion, stopped trading with the store. Few had
written the sumufacturer or Better Business Bureau, or contacted their county
home extension agent. None had ever written their eongressaen or
Esther Peterson, the Consumer Advisor to the President, about a conswwr
problem. The two younger age groups tended to react ©ore than the older two
age gtoupa. Most eo—
n
ted that they would stop trading at a store only If
the retailer had a hostile attitude when they returned an Item.
The third and final phase of the interview dealt with eonsvaar identifi-
cation of ethical principles and reactions to specific practices of the
market which violated those principles. I-Jhile there was almost complete
agrensent with four ethical principles attributed to consumers, when these
principles were stated in terms of practices which violated those principles,
less than three-fourths of the time were they acceptable. Respondents most
fxeqnaatly failed to Identify price fixing or collusion and deceptive pack-
aging as violations of those principles. They were also less opposed to
insurance coverage discrimination policies than they were to insurance policy
eaaeelation policies. Also, respond«its considered 15 per cent Interest too
hi|^, but when expressed in dollar terms, their repllea were completely reversed,
which indicates some confusion among eonsomars in the credit market.
Their unsolicited comments to the twelve unethical practices revealed
that many thought of the practices described as common, as the "rule rather
than tha exception". This was typified by such a comment as "dono all the
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tlMt" vhleh VM Bost fre<iuently aad« reearding the last four praetieM As-
cribing Insuraaeft polley cancelation » deceptive labeling and pricing, and
frasdulent representation of product. Nine of the resp«iidatits said tliey
had their Insurance policies canceled exactly as described is statatnt nine.
Asslgnannt of responsibility for ellnlnatlng the unethical practice vas
attributed to the dealer/vanufaeturer ^out half of the time vhen the practice
vas wrong, the fO'venuaeat abevt a third, and the buyer about a fifth of the
tiara. This tended to differ slightly according to stage in the life cycle.
This respMislblllty differed vlth the practice described. The gcrremaent vas
CMmsldered voat often responsible for practices concerned with Insurance
eeopany aalpractice (since nany of the respondents had been personally
affected by this), and for deceptive packaging and labeling. The ccmsuaer vm»
considered responsible vost often for not being tsore cautious in the use of
credit. And the dealerAaanufaeturer vas considered responsible nost often
for BUitters in-volving astOBsbiles and guarmtees, fictitious pricing end
deceptive labeling.
CONCLUSXOU
The eonsesMrs interviewed have probleos in the aavlcet place. These
problem, as well es eonswsers* attitudes and reaction to thm, differ
according to coaeeBptioa habits as sMaaured by their particular stage in the
life eyele, and to sosa extent by differences in ineotae, education and
es^leyBsnt statue. Therefore, deaeriptieoa of a "typleal" or "average"
eoBSwer are net only inaccurate and taisleading, but swy prove handful to
consuner welfare. Although eonauwers fully agree with principles whlth
should prevail In the sarket place, they do not as leadily agree when these
are expressed in terwe of practices of the mxket plaee.
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APPBIDIX A
April 5. 1965
Mr. Walter G. Barlow, Prealdmt
Opinion Rosearch Corporation
laaeareh Park
Prlncaton, Kav Jaraay
Dear Mr. Barlow:
I am very interested In your recent study,
"What Consmsrs Think - Gonsmers View Grocery
Manufacturers, Products, and Paacanlng," prepared
for the Grocery Mannfaeturers of Aawrlca, Inc.
X would like to have a copy of the technical bulletin,
interview schedale, 9amplinti procedure, and other
SMthodology pertaining to the sttkly.
I will be happy to aaet any costs incurred.
Sincerely yours.
Fred E. Waddell
Graduate Kesearch Assistant
Oepartaant of Faadly Econonics
IEW:lrw
»GROCERY MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA, INC.
20^ EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 • PHONE: 212 - MU 44710'-
PAUL S. WILLIS, President
2nd Vice President
H. J. WOLFLISBERG, The NcsUe Company, Inc.
rman
S. DiCKMORB, Nuional Biscuit Company
Chairman
ODORB R. Gamble, P« Milk Company
^ice President
>JK Armour, Jr., H. J. Heinz Company
Treasurer
H. £. MEINHOLD, Duffy-Mon Company. Inc.
3rd Vice President
Harrison F. Dunning, scon Papei Company
Secretary
William A. DOLAN, WUben Produca Company. Inc.
Chairman, Finance Committee
Ralph A. Hart, HeuWein. inc.
Chairman, Public Affairs Committee
R. Newton LAUGHLIN, Continental Baking Company
RD OF DIRECTORS
AUL Austin.
Cola Company
N. BURDING
Brothers Company
vl. Cleaves
ral Foods Corporation
BRT C. Cosgrovb
1 Giaot Company
M N. Curlett.
irmick & Company, Inc.
DON Edwards
Foods
BRT L. Gibson, Jr.
.
McNeill & Libby
UBL F. HiNKLB
ley Chocolate Corporation
1. HOFMANN
>on & Johnson
Janney
cr & Gamble Company
BRT J. KBITH
PiUsbury Company
RGB H. LESCH
le-Palmolive Company
>J. McFarlanb
Products Company
W. Moore
la Dry Corporation
LiAM B. Nixon
bell Soup Company
W. Paddon
ine Biscuits, Inc.
BY R. Parker
cppcr Company
. E. W. Rawlings
al Mills, lac.
. Roll
is Company
.
SCHABFER
'. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co.
D E. Skinner
er Macaroni Company
MB A. STRAKA
brough-Poad't lac.
». Stuart, Jr.
Quaker Oacs Company
TownLEY
& Company
. Walker
can Tobacco Company
RY WEIGL
ird Braads lac.
B. Yerby
rnia Packing Corp.
ral Counsel
TK T. DiBRSON
April 15, 1965
Mr. Fred E. Waddell
Graduate Research Assistant
Department of Family Economics
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 665CA
.
Dear Mr. Waddell:
In reply to yotir letter to Mr. Barlow requesting
additional information on GI^lA's Consumer Attitudes
Study, I presume that you already have a copy of the •
report on the study entitled "What Consumers Think."
In case you do not, I am enclosing a copy with this
letter.
As you will note, this outlines the numher of inter-
views obtained and indicates that the most "advanced
probability sampling methods were used to ensvire the
greatest possible' validity and reliability of the find-
ings. Ihese methods are widely xised and accepted by
research organizations, including agencies of the United
States goverrjaent .
"
We do not have available for distribution the other
information which you requested. A limited number of
copies of Vae more detailed report on the study are avail-
able at (Mi's headquarters and anyone wishing to do so may
review a copy in our office.
If you are going to be in the New York area at any time
in the future, let me know, ai:d I will be happy to have you
come in and see us. If we can be of any further help, please
let us know.
Sincerely,
EDG:sJt
Enclosure
'jti^L Cf^'^^y<7TnrjLXAJ-y\^
Robert D. Goodwin
Director, Public Relations
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AFPBMDXX B
^\an&aA ^taie L^niverAitu
Manhattan, Kansas 66504
Department of Family Economics
Justin Hall
Dear
We vant to learn about problems people have
food**, tires* •* drugs... appliances.*.*
• in obtaining helpful information froa
TV coBunercials. • « adrertising* . • labels. ••
sales clerks.***
• in receiving satisfactory service from
stores* «• TV repair*.* auto repair* •• insurance* ••
*
guarantees... medical services....
• If there are no problems we vant to knov that too.
Our best vay to learn about these problems is to talk vith
consumers such as you* I vant very much to talk vith you
personally, and vill call upon you vithin the next fev veeks*
All information vill be held in strict confidence* It vill
be used only in a statistical report in vhich no person is
identified*
If you have any questions about this study or trould like
additional information, ve vill be happy to hear from you.
Thank you very much*
Sincerely yours,
Fred E* Waddell
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Aframu e
X m TtU W«M«11 frm tmmm State IhdiMinlty.
ytmf •twpplttf nqMnricM** aad «o«ld like to talk with
ytm wMf hava yifbmm yaa aliap and b^r< (Aaytkiag you ta!
atriatly eaafldaatlal.)
A. Do 3r«v te vaat af tba ahoppiat 'ov yamr faslly? '
(If NO, taiadaafea latawlav ^ aaking for lafarral to
WMC of tha ahoppiag.)
MrCa) . aaM alate tliat aaoola
or baqrlng yveklaaa, lAlla aCbara elata tiuic thara am
tha aya". I'd Ilka to kaav yaar iaaraaaion. Mr(a)
1. Ba yoa thlak that paopla htnrn n«>hlaM «toa
TlM lana
TlM ladad
Total Tlaa
I m latataatai ia
you about any prablav*
11 oa vill ha haU
rss HO
faally Mi*ar aha deaa
don't hava aagr ahopplng
oia ptahlaw thaa "Mat
•
thay ahap ar hayt
n y«« faal that yaopla
any problaaa «h«i It
ifpiag ar hogriafT
Rra to eonwBt on thisT
1. a. (If TBS). eotU you gtiw (If IIO), thi
a an anaplat do not hava
aoMa to alM
Woald yaa tu
1
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1. a. HAS THIS PROBLEM HAPPSMBD TO YOU OR A MBMIER OP TODR PAMILY?
TES BO
1. b. (If TES), what happenedT
1. e. What did you do?
1. d. Should tha aamfacturer or daaler haw dona anything about it?
TES WO DOii*T now
1. d. 1. What?
1. a. Did thay aidu it good to your satisfaction? TES HO
NOT EMTTRSLT
1. f. Do you think that the ara all like that , or is this Juat a
particular ease
^?
1. g. Do yon still buy froia the saaa place? TES WO (TO.T WHEN
HAVE TO
1. h. Did you tell anyone else about It? TE8 BO DOW'T RDOOfllEft
1. 1. Is there anything else that you can tell ae about this problea
(situation)? TES BO
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•
2. HAVE TOa OR A MMBZR OP YOUR FAMILY BOUGHT ANYTHING (WITHIN THE PAST YEAR)
THAT YOU DIBH'T LIKE, THAT WASN'T WORTH THE MDIEY, OR DID NOT PERIDRM AS IT
SHOULD HAVE? YES NO
2. a. (If YES) , what?
2. b. Why didn't you like it, or what was wrong? (What happened?)
2. c. Did you do anything about it?
2.
YES
2.
d.
d.
Should the asttufacturer or dealer have done
NO DONT KNOW
anything about it?
1. What?
2. e. Did th«y makm It good to your satisfaction?
ENTIRELY
YES NO NOT
2. f. Do you think that the are all like that
particular easa ?
, or is this lust a
2. S* Do you still buy fron the aasM place? YES_ NO ONLY WHEN HAVE
2. h. Did you tell aayona elaa about it? YES
2. i. Is there anything else that you can tell me
(situation)? YES NO
YIO MM*! IBBMBIS
iA>out this problea
3
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3. HAVE TOD OR A MBOER OF TOUR FAMXLT BAB ANY TROUBLE WITH BUTIHG OR BEEN
DISSATISFIED WITH ANY OP THE FOLLOWING? (PLEASE CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)
3. T.
1. Food
House
ClothlnK
Car
Radio or TV
Kitchen Appliances
3. X. 13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
3. Z. 26.
27.
28.
Public Eatine Places
2. Beauty or Barber Shops
3.
4.
5.
6.
Hospitals
Doctors or Dentists
Dry Cleaners or Latmderers
Door to Door Salesnen
7. Furniture
Air Conditioner or (DE)
Haddifier
VacttUB Cleaner
Telephone Sales Approaehea
8. Movers (of furniture and
hovsehold belonKincs)
9.
10. Hearint Aid
11.
12.
21.
Caaera
Tires
Radio or Vf Repair Charce Aeeomits
22.
23.
Auto Repair
HoMMheld Appliance Repair_
He«te Repair
Installisent Credit
Guarantee
24. 29.
30.
Contracts
25. Other Repair Insurance
IRiat h^penad vith those itens cheeked as probleast
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4. HAVE YOU OR A HEMBEK OF YOUR FAMILY TAKEN ANYTHIHG BACK VITHIll THE FAST YEAR7
YES NO
4. a. (If YES,) what?
4. b. Uliy didn't you like It, or what was wrong? (What happened?)
4. e. Did 7<w do anything about It?
4. d. Should the manufacturer or dealer hav» dona anything about It?
YES NO DON'T KNOW
4. d. 1. What?
4, a. Did thay uka It good to your aatlafaction? YES NO NOT ENTIRELY_
4. f . Do you think that the ara all Ilka that , or la thla Jaat a
particular eaaa t
4. g. Do you still buy from the saaa place? TBS NO ONLY WHEN HAVE TO
4. h. Did you tell anyfloa alaa about It? YES WO DOW'T RKHPiMl
4. 1. Is there anything else that you can tell sn about this problem (situation)?
YES NO
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5. WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IS THl WJRST BUY THAT YOU OR A MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY EVER
MADE?
5. b. Why didn't you like It, or vhat was wrong? (What happened?)
5. c. Did you do anything about It?
5. d. Should the aHmnfacturer or dealer hare done an3rthlng about It?
YES MO DON'T KHOW
5. d. 1. What?
5. a. Did they Mfca It good to your satisfaction? YES WO ITOT ENTIRELY^
5. f . Do you think that the ^are all like that , or Is this Just a
particular case ^?
5. g. Do you still buy from the sane place? YES WO ONLY WHEH HAVE T0_
5, h. Did you tell anyone else about It? YES HO POtl*T RKIgMUR
5* 1. Is there anything else that you can tall aa about this problea
(situation)? YES WO
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6. A. HOW OFTEN DO THE PLACES mEOL YOU SHOP HAVE WHAT YOU ARE LOCKING FOR?
ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES RARELY NWrKR
DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS ABOUT THIS?
6. B. DO YOU THINK THAT THERE 18 IROUQI DIFFERENCE IN PRICES TO MAKE SHOPPING
AROUND VORTBMHILE?
ALWAYS USUALLY SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER
DO YOU HAVE ANY COiMEITS ABOUT THIS?
7. WHAT DO YOU USUALLY DO IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIED WITH SOMETHING THAT YOU RAVE
BOUGHT? (TOITE YES, NO, SOMETIMES BESIDE AS MANY AS APPLY)
USUALLY NOTHING
BECOME ANGRY
TELL THE PERSON OR STORE ABOUT IT
TAKE IT BACK
DO WW TRADE THERE ANYMORE
WRITE THE MANUFACTURER
WRITE OR CALL THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
WRITE OR CALL THE COUNTY HOME EXTENSION AGENT
WRITE YOUR CONffltESSHAM 01 SENATOR
WRITE ESTHER PETERSON, THE CONSUMER ADVISOR TO PRESIDENT JOHNSON
#2
I. THE FOLLOWING 4 STATEMENTS PERTAIN TO TUE MARKET PLACE. PLEASE BEAD TBE
STATBMKIITS AS I READ THEM TO YOU. THEM TELL MB UHETHEH TOD —
NOT SURE OR
FULLY AGREE PARTLY AGREE NO OPINION PARTLY DISAGREE FULLY DISAGREE
1. A person has a right to safsty - to be protected against goods vhlch are
itm^tten* to health and safety.
2. A person has a right to be protected agialnst false or vlsleadlng Information.
3. A person has a right to be given the facts he needs to siake an Informed
eholse when he buys.
4. A person has a right to hare a choice from a variety of products at fair and
eoBipetlng prices.
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n & III. THE FOLLOHIHG 12 8TAIEMEHTS DESCRIBING EVERTS THAT CAN TAKE PLACE IN TBI
KAKKKT PLACE WILL IE IBAD TO TOD. PI2ASE READ THE STATEMENTS AS I READ THEM TO TOU.
THEH TELL Mi VHIBSR YOU THIMK THE PRACTICE IS —
NOT SURE
PERFECTLY ALL RIGHT ALL RIGHT NO OPINIOH WROHC SBOWLWI'T H ilXOBO
IF YOU THINK THE PRACTICE IS WR(HiG OR SHOULDN'T BE ALLOWED, PLEASE TELL ME WHO YOU
THINK IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SITUATION, THE —
BOnt DEALER MAHUFACTDRBR
1. A coapany aeld a $100 aevlng mehlne to aawaaa on a ma yaar Installment plan.
The payments. Including earrying charges, were $9 a aoeth for 12 months.
2. An Insurance company keeps its premlUBS low by elltilnatlng the aged and those
who need hospitalisation.
3. A certain brand of canned milk is the same milk sold in another can with a well-
known national label for 3c more.
A. A drug manufacturer produced an antlpolio drug. It vaa the aaae drug as sold
by 3 other firms. He therefore made an agreement with the heads of the 3 competing
companies that they would all charge the saa» price for the drug.
5. A company aold a vacuum sweeper to someone for $100 on which the person paid
14. 7Z interest in one year.
6. A maearoni producer raised his price on a package of macaroni then pot leas
aearoni in the aame size box at the same price.
7. A candy manufacturer filled his packages only 3/4 full.
8. A person bought a brand new eer with a 5 year, 50,000 mile guarantee. A WMh
later the steering broke causing the car to smash against a wtll. She was told by
the dealer that this was not included in the guarantee and they would not fix the
car or the steering without charge.
9. A person 65 years old had a health insurance policy with a certain company for
35 years. She had to go to the hospital for an operation. The insurance eosipany
paid the claim and then canceled her policy and would not renew it. (They said
she was too old and was a poor risk.)
10. A company labeled its detergent "Mew Improved" although nothing had been
changed but the box.
11. A clothing store put a $15 price tag on a $10 swaater, then it crossed out
tha $15 and wrote "Sale, $10, reduced from $15".
12. A company sold a car to someone after it had turned back the speedcnneter from
30,000 to 10,000 miles.
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8. PLEASE CBBCK THE FOLLOWIKG:
8. q. 1. Housewife
2. Housewife with full-tion •avloyoumt
(36 hours or more per week)
3. Housewife with part -tine eoploTnent
(less than 36 hours per week)
4. Male
8. r. 1. Married, under 30 years of ag»_
2. Married, 30 - 49 years of age_^
3. 50-64 years of age
4. 65 years of age and older
8. s. Total Incoae of family after taxes:
Less than $3,000
$3,000 - $4,999
$5,000 - $7,499
$7,500 - $9,999
$10,000 or over_
8. t. Please glre the last year of schooling completed.
10
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APPENDIX D
6. A. How oftan do the place* where you shop have what yo« are looking fort (ooasMnta)
FREQDENCY CATEGORY SPECIFIC ITEMS MENTIONED
Sti^i^ in Life Cycle
Clothing
U Clothing
Clothing
Clothing
I (Under 30 years old)
"Clothing; hardeat to find, uaually aettle for aonething
elae or go to Topeka."
"Men's clothing, except for underclothing and socks."
"Clothing, particularly during holiday seaaon, usually
nust aettle for soMthing else, 9 out of 10 tines."
'*Ties, poor selection."
"Slacks, voomi'a."
"Work unifana, vimmb*!.**
"Tux."
"Eippera."
11 (30 - 49 yean old)
"Clothing hardest to find, hat for little girl."
"Shoes for little girl, dresa shoes that can he worn
with anklets."
'^Matching clothing for twin girls in the sane sixe."
"Venen's shoes, winter coats for children after October."
"Particularly can't find clothes,
'
"Clothing for little girl (Jr petite slsa) . They are
understocked continually."
"Clothing hardest to find, next to impossible. Mostly
children's clothing."
"Usually can't find clothing."
"They are understocked in clothing stores continually."
"Dress naterlal."
"Dress naterlal."
Ill (50 - 64 years old)
"No noderately priced clothing, can't find.'
"Dreases and other itwM of wonen'a clothing which are
noderetely prices."
"Usually Invossible to find clothing, so go to Topeka."
"Can't find matching coats for little girls.'
"Men's clothing, can't find, styles are ugly and not for
old men, if can't find what I want I do without.
"Men's hats."
IV (65 years old and over)
"Connon ocenmne* not to find clothing." (ay site
usually goes oat first.)
"Usually can't find clothes."
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WmSJlBKCl CATl^fOR SFECIFIC ITEMS MEHTIONED
8t«M In Life Cycle
IV (65 years old and over)
"Type of clothing not designed for older person."
"ScNOtttloes mn't find clothing (I am an odd sice)."
"Man's shirts, can't find at any price." (Have a large
neck slse."
TOTAL CLOTHING - 2f
I (Under 30 years old)
3 Food "Seafood, artichokes, and other 'gorsMt foods'.**
•*Huclcan food."
"Meat."
II (30 ~ 49 years old)
2 Vm4 "Foreign food."
"Can't find one or two item every tloe I go to
grocery store."
Ill (50 - 64 years old)
2 fMd "Rarely can find what I want In a grocery store."
"One particular food item I could not find."
IV (65 years old and over)
2 r«o« "Grocery stores are a little slow about getting naw
products .
"
"Grocers do not stock everything that they should (grocer
replies that they do not have It b««MMe it Is not on
the list)."
TOTAL FOOD - 9
I (Under 30 years old)
1 HowalMld
ttmm
"Picture frames."
II (30-39 years old)
3 HOMttltold
Xt«M
"FBmltwne."
"Curtain brass rods."
"Household lamps, poor selection. Ended up buying from
catalog."
TOTAL HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - 4
2
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FREQUENCT CATEGORT SPECIFIC ITEH8 WflmONED
Staaa In Life Cycle
I (Under 30 yeara old)
1 Naahattan
Stoffts
"Topaka storea aaas to have aore."
II (30 - 49 yeara old)
3 MMhattn 'Hardaat to find iteaa during holiday aaaaon aveh aa
Store* Chriataaa."
"Manhattan la a poor ahopping town. Storea are limited
and cater to college crowd. They are understocked."
"Uanally eaa find «hat you w«t. but «ay have to go
to aeveral atoras.''
Ill (50 - 64 yeata old)
4 MMllCttMl '*Oaiially can find clothing if you are willing to pay
Stoma enough."
"Qanally can find what you want In Manhattan, if you
ara vllling to pay enough, or taake «p your nlnd to
ba aatlsflad."
"Dry goods have laproved over the paat faw yaara."
"Considering the size of the town, thay h«v« a good
aelectlon of nerehandislng."
iV (65 years old «ttd over)
1 Kmhattan
Storea
"Sonatlnea you have to go to several stores but you
can find It/'
TOTAL MAHHATTAN STOSES - 9
I (thider 30 years old)
1 Hiacellaneoaa "Cigarstta flltara."
IV (65 years old and over)
2 MLaeallanaova "Armtxtmg Wood Floor Cleaner." (Tried a half dosen
storea and could not find it.)
••Frequently can't find dlna atore IteiBS and mat
order out of catalog."
TOTAL MISCELLAHEOUS - 3
3
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APPKHDIX E
6. b. Do 700 think there is enough difference in prices to sake shopping
around worthwhile?
SPECIFIC RESPOHSES AND COMHENTS
Sta^ in Life Cycle
I (Under 30 years old)
1. "Not ouch difference anong stores within the town. Manhattan is
higher than Topefca." "I shop for specials in food."
2. "Por aajor items yes, for price and quality.'" "For minor itens the
asMnrnt spent on gas and in tine audce It not worth it."
3. "Costs in terms of gas and tine would not sake it worthwhile."
A, "Por price, not for quality, yes."
5. "Por food and clothing, yes. Bigger itens prefer to go out of town."
6. "Bigger the item, the more it pays." "I shop the grocery specials."
7. "We do aneh comparative shopping, but for quality as well as price."
"Chain stoves seen cheaper."
8. "Sonetlnes, depends on what you're shopping for.''
9. "Mo, if item is cheaper another item in the store will be more expensive."
"Costs In terns of transportation and time does not make It worthwhile."
10. "Some items cheaper, some nore expensive, so it evens out." (Food)
"Dine store items are about the sane everpwtieie." "Clothing it pays to
shop around."
11. "SmM Items cheaper soma nore expensive, so It evens out." "Not worth
the tine and gas."
12. "No, all of the stores have about the sane thing at the sane price."
"Sot worth the tine."
II (30 - «9 years old)
1. "Usually not worthwhile in terms of gas and tine, which makes it even
more expensive." "At grocery stores, yes,"
2. "Yes, particularly for a large Iten."
3. "Prices don't always indicate quality."
4. "Cmt save a little if shop specials in food, but costs in tins miA gas
doesn't nake it worthwhile."
5. "I don't buy at higher priced stores unless a sale Is on."
6. "Always for food." "If you have all day to shop specials." "Doesn't
always justify cost in tine and gas."
7. "Occasionally, but not usually because it is tine and gas consuming."
8. "In discount places you get inferior goods, others have nentioned this."
9. "There Is around Christmas time; I am inclined to buy without looking
aroma.
10. "It Is getting nore so. ' 1 stock up on food specials."
11. "Not much difference unless you have a lot of tine."
12. "Always, particularly in groceries^ in other Itens too."
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SPECIFIC RESPONSES AND C0MMKMT8
Stajf In Ufa Cycle
III (50 - 64 years old)
1. "Never in groceries; think all of the stores follow one price as all
their prices seen the saoe." "Manhattan is a high-priced town due to
presence of college and the adlitary.
2. "Soae prices on brand itens are fixed such as on clothes, the same here
as anywhere, except for sales." "I usually shop by phone." "Sales are
bigger in Topeka than hare." (More discount)
3. "No, except for food specials."
4. "Definitely."
5. "SooatliMs, during sales, but usually while soise Iteas are cheaper,
OMi are aore expensive.
6. "SeoMtlaas, dapaods on the places as sobm sales are worthwhile, sova
not."
7. "Always on groceries I shop specials."
8. "Never. I shop for brand naoes."
9. •*Iot very often."
10. "Not worth it in tenui of tine and transportation costs."
11. "Never, the OMt Inportant thing is finding it."
12. "Not usually. Prices are pretty standard, unless a store is having a
sale."
13. "I don't shop for price. If I want it I buy it."
IV (60 years old and over)
1. "Soaatiaas. I shopped around when I bought an auto: but I don't do ouch
price shopping ayself. "
2. "Rarely. I buy by brand as brand names usually mean quality." "If I
find sonething that I like I do not worry about price."
3. "Soaetiaes, but prices ere high all over."
4. "Seae itaas are cheaper, aoae are higher; it evens out in the long run,"
5. "Quality and price anst be eonaideved together." "I vaually shop for
quality, not for price."
6. "Tes, in groceries for example. If you could get around, but a person
like ae who ean't get around would spend nore in car fare than would
be worth."
7. "Wait for sales and then stock up, but usually not worth it, exceot for
food."
8. "Always shop the specials, particularly at discount stores." •*One
store haa specials oae waek and another has sales another week."
9. "On groeerles, yes. On ether iteas no. Tiae not laqiortant to us
since we are retired."
10. "There would be in food if I had a big family. ' 'Usually not worth the
costs In tlao and gas."
11. "No, not too aaeh. The costs in tiae and transportation don't nudce it
worthwhile."
12. "Tea, shop food specials in newspapers. Don't price shop noch, only
shop to find what I will be satisfied xtith."
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AMMUXf
UNSOLICITED COMMENTS
1. A COMPART SOLD A $100 SEWING MACHINE TO SOMEONE ON A ONE YEAR INSTALLEMBNT
PLAN. THE PAYMENTS, INCLUDING CARRYING CHARGES, WERE $9 A MDWTH FOR 12 M0MTH8.
l^ftder 30 yeara
a. "A lot of people don't realize this at the tlae."
"CiMtpanles all charge in excess of 20% Interest."
'•Why should finance companies have to charge as high as 30% in a loan.
I thliik the govemnent should look into this and straighten these
ooapanies out."
30 - 49 years
D •
'Vould depend on who was borrowing it (the risk),"
"Should be more wary."
50 - 64 years
**ira don't buy on installment plans."
"Oh, that's 8X1"
65 y«ars and enmr
A* "Installment deals are getting to be a kind of graft—so«i«tl««« wmt
up to 18%." "People don't realize what they are paying."
"I think carrying charges are too hi^i."
2. AN INSURANCE COMPANY KEEPS ITS PREMIUMS LOW BY ELDHRATING THE AGED AND
TBOSIt mo HIED HOSPITALIZATION.
Under 30 years
a.
D •
"If I were a young person. It would be O.K., if I were old, no."
"Tha governMrnt has too much authority now."
•Tlo opinion."
30 - 49 years
"Ho pinion."
"RMpmialbility for aliidnating this mist cone fro* people."
50 - 64 years
•
"Perfectly legal."
"When you get old, you are a forgotten person. If they take your money
irtill* ye«*re younger, they should take it while you're older."
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65 years and over
a. "I am againat Medicare."
b. "You can't depend on advertising."
e. "I have paid up "Blue Cross, Bltie Shield."
3. A CERTAIN BRAND OF CANNED MILK IS THE SAME MILK SOLD IN ANOTHER CAN WITH A
WELL-KNOWN NATIONAL LABEL FOR 30 ^ISE.
Under 30 years
a. "No way for the buyer to know."
b. "If It is the same it should be the sawi price."
e. "I know it's done, but it's wrong."
30 - A9 years
a. "Do it all the tine."
b. "Manufacturer should have anooi^ ethics not to do it because people don't
know it."
c. "But It happens all the time."
d. "Rather see this cois^any try to be fair. All retailers are the sam***
50 - 6A years
a. "The Gtfvenusent should stay out of It."
b. "We saw this in a padcaglng company in Texas, taking labels off and
putting different ones on."
65 years and over
a. "You will find this."
b. "They have to pay for their advertising."
4. A DRUG MANUFACTURER PRODUCED AN ANTIPOLIO DRUG. XT WAS THE 8A» VROG AS
SOLD BY 3 OTHER FIRMS. HE THEREFORE MADE AN ACRBEMERT WITH THE HEADS OF
THE 3 COMPETING C(»fPANIES THAT THEY WOULD ALL CHARGE THE SAW FRICE FOR
THE DRUG.
Under 30 years
a. "The buyer couldn't do anything about it."
b. "Assistant to Manufacturer etc. - at fault as well as auuiufacturer."
c. "The buyer couldn't know, and couldn't do anything about it."
30 - 49
a. "But they do it all the tla«.**
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50-64
a.
b.
**Prlcas should be established."
"Price fixing!? "The govemiaent ought to stay out I The conpany ought
to be aorally sound enough not to force the government to do sonething."
65 years and over
a. "C(mpetitlon could cut down on the quality."
5. A COMPANY SOLD A VACUDH SWEEPER TO SOMBOMB FOR $100 ON VHIGB THE PEESOH PAID
U.7% INTESBST IN ONE TEAR.
Under 30 years
a. "I think the govemment should control this by placing liadts."
30 - 49 years
a.
b.
e.
"Thtt wm«faet«nnr would never do this in their town/'
"No opinion."
"Morally vrong but they hava a right to do it. I'm for free enterprise."
50 - 64 years
a.
b.
"It is up to the buyer and the dealer."
"The interest is incidental If they can make the payments."
65 years and over
a.
b.
c.
"They should do more figuring on the Interest."
"I want to get away froc too such ragnlation, but sorastiaes it is
necessary. But the coeipany shouldn't take advantage of then."
"They won't change on their own accord."
6. A MACAROm PRODUCER RAISED HIS PRICE ON A PACKAGE OP MACARONI, THEN PUT
LESS MACAROHI IN THE SAME SIZE BOX AT THE SAME PRICE.
Bkider 30 years
a.
b.
c.
d.
"Mwy buyers don't look."
•'Much harder to notice the 2nd price Increase. Even changing the
weight wouldn't matter, as no one could know."
"The producer wouldn't do It by hinself.'
"Crlsco shortening added nitrogen gas to its shortening that laade it
lighter, but same slse can."
30 - 49 years
a.
b.
"Producers should do something about it, but they don't."
"But they do it all the time."
3
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e. "All thosa eeapanies should have enough fair-mindedness not to do
this to the individual. Expect thera to be fair with you."
d. "Don't like to see the government do it; but the coi4>anies probably
Wttldn't do it."
e. 'Have to keep watching, as the ounces etc. are less."
f. "They all do this, not mch choice."
g. "Manufacturers should first stop doing it on their own before the
govemnent steps in."
50 - 64 years
a. "If I could tell the manufacturer to get noroal sis* servings."
b. "But manufacturers will have to be forced to get rid of this."
c. "That's what they've been doing for years on alaost all products."
"Candy bars get soaller and smaller, one day they are going to
forget to put the candy bar in the wrapper."
d. "I don't think I've ever had that happen." "The consuattr should
siaply stop buying this."
65 years saad ov«r
a. "T<Hi •• this in candy bars."
7. A CANDY MANOPACTURER PILLED HIS PACKAGES ONLY 3/4 FDLL.
Under 30 years
a. "Becansa so naay tines yov go by size of box."
b. "Fairly boismi i that paekagea at«n't filled."
30-49 years
a. "Are any packages ever full?"
b. "That's what you're buying—weight."
c. "So often true, perhaps I'« just used to it if the weight's on it."
d. "If w« are not smart enough to figure it out..."
e. "I'm sure there are laws to prevent this already."
50 - 64 years
a. "This happens all the time."
b. "I bought a box of cereal that was es^ty about 4 inches. Maybe sobm
reasons for it, it could settle. This was also done in a can of
beans .
"
"But if the manufacturer doesn't do it, then the govemneut will."
I'l
65 years and over
a. y^ should be watching labels, so size of box would not matter."
b. "We need a packaging law like that one proposed today.''
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8. A PERSON BOUGHT A BRAHD NEW CAR WITH A 5 YEAR. 50,000 MILE GDARAHTEE. A
HSBK LATER THE STEERING BROKE CAUSING THE CAR TO SMASH AGAIHST A WALL.
SHE WAS TOLD ET THE DEALER THAT THIS WAS TK)T INCLUDED IH THE CTARAITKE
AND THET WOULD NOT FIX TBE CAR OR THE STEERING WITHOUT GRAICE.
Under 30 years
a. "Guarantee should include It."
b. "They're responsible in the first place."
c. "It's not right: a guarantee should be a full guarantee."
d. "It is natural to assisM that it would coTer anything that could go
wrmg vlth a n«v product."
30 - 49 years
a. "The eofsny should correct It but won't."
b. "You think of a gvarantee as a full guarantee, not excepting a lot of
fine points frtNs it."
e. "A guarantee should cover this."
4. "I don't IcBOir why it wouldn't be included in the guarantee."
50 - 64 years
a. "GoarantMS are funny." "A lot of things are not included in your
guarantee."
65 years aid over
a. "This person was duob to buy a ear with that kind of guarantee."
b. "It should be goarantetd against anything."
e. "This should be a part of the guarantee—if not» then it is no guarantee."
9. A PERSON 65 YEARS OLD HAD A HEALTH INSURANCE POLICY WITH A CERTAIN COMPANY
POR 35 YEARS. SHE HAD TO GO TO THE HOSPITAL FOR AN OPERATION. THE INSUR-
ANCE COMPANY PAID THE CLAIM AND THEN CANCELED HER POLICY AND WOULD NOT
RENEW IT. (THEY SAID SHE WAS TOO OLD AND WAS A POOR RISK.)
Under 30 years
a. "This is not the purpose of insurance at all. This is contrary to the
purpose of insurance."
b. "Govemaent should do it, because I don't know of any other agency that
could do it."
e. "The govenwent should pass a law to eliminate this."
d. "Legally, but not serally right."
e. "Done all the tisM. The 9tmt thing hawaed to sy husband for insurance
on ear which was dawiged by hail, but there is nothing you can do about
it."
f. "Just exactly what happened to ny folks."
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30 - 49 years
a. "Goverawnt is the only one to do It."
b. "If th« eovpany didn't do It then the govemiaent should step In."
c. "Not the buyer's fault, the coBq>any needs to have a conscience of
its ova." "Hate to see the govenntent forced to step In all the
tine."
d. "I don't believe In cancelable Insurance."
«. "Happened to a friend I work with. Had a policy with Ifotoal of Omaha."
f
.
"Terrible because she had been paying in for years."
g. "Happened to our parents."
h. "Insurance conpaay should be allowed to do this." "It is not a visa
thing though."
1. "They can't do that. Should b« eareful vhen they took the policy out."
50 - 64 3raars
a. "It happened to ny brother who had cancer."
b. "1 have heard of this very practice."
e. "Sonatiaes it would cost entirely too nueh to get back on."
d. "I had that happen to aa«" "Daughter had rhcunatlc fever. The
insurance coiiq>any paid the dais and then took her off, (canceled
her policy) . I took out a life insurance policy - but with another eo»-
pany."
e. "The state has to elininate this."
f "I had this happen to me. I had an accident, they paid the claia aad
then canceled ny policy when I had diabetes."
65 years and over
a. "I had it happen to wf husband. He carried It all his life and he was
not even 65 (in his 50 's). They paid his claim and then canceled his
policy. I told others about it at every chance."
b. "It has been done in ny fanily."
c. "If you pay in for that insurance they expect you to get old, don't they I"
d. "Now is the tine that she needs it and she won't have it »b it has been
taken away, when she didn't need It, it was there.'
e. "That is a poor insurance company. She was aisled by the coiqpany."
f. "The company should inform them In advanee of this."
g. "Absolutely wrong."
10. A OOMPArrr labeled its detergent "new IMPIKJVED" although NOTHING HAD BEER
GBAN(XD BUT THE BOX.
Under 30 years
a. "Deceptive advertising."
b. "Almost every product does it. No <Mie pays any attention to it any note."
c. "I suppose some of them do it though."
d. "Hlsrepresentatlon. 'New Improved' should apply to the Ingredients -
you're not going to use the box."
e. "False advertising."
f. "They all bear false elaias, I think. It will never be elininated."
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g. "1 narer thought about that."
h, "Th«7 all do that, and I don*t pay any attention to It; none of then
do what th«7 nay they will."
30 ~ 49 years
a. "Done all the tine."
b. "Mtalnformation."
e. "I don't belle-ve the ads anyway."
d. "I don't Uke it when they do that."
c. "Mlsrepresantatlon."
f. "Ko opinion."
g. "But doesn't it go on all the tins, particularly of soap powders?"
"1 thought the nannfacturer had a code of ethics."
h. "But can't fool people very long." "This is lying." "I sure don't want
th« gotramsnnt to do it."
i. "I'll bat they do that all tha tine—but it's not too inportant."
"CenaoBKra don't believe all these elalas anyway."
50 - 64 years
a. "But what eovld w* do?"
b. "If it had 'Haw layroved' I would take it for granted."
e. "It happens all the tiB«. Tou take their word that it is an honest
atatesMmt."
65 and over
a. "All right If they can get by with It."
b. "They do it constantly."
c. "A eaawm practice."
11. A CLOTHIHG STORE PUT A $15 PRICE TAG ON A $10 SWEATER, THEN IT CROSSED
OUT THE $15 AND WROTE "SALE", $10, REDUCED FROM $15.
Under 30 years
a. "Should be buyer's responsibility."
b. "Batter Business Buraaa should mAtk than stop it."
e. "No way a person could know."
d. "Dma in quite a few clothing stores."
a. "I work for a store that does not do that. This hurts tha good toerchants."
f. "Many discount houses do this. False facts, consumer can't decide
baeaaaa of Bisinfomatien."
30-49 years
a. "Hot very ethical."
b. "Done all the tine."
e. "H«qppcna all tha tina."
d. "Hiqipanad to ae many tiwKS."
a. "I worked in a store where this waa dona." "This couldn't be a univartal
practice but it does h^pan."
f. "Happaas all tha tiae. I worked at a store that did it."
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g. "It'« vorally wrong, but It's their right to do it. I'm ante It't
done ell the tiae."
h. "I'll bet they do this all the time, too." "Everything Is cut rate,
discount. A |>erson shouldn't be fooled by this anyvay. I think
you should shop for quality."
50-64 years
a. "It is done all the tlae."
b. "It Is done all the tlaw."
c. "This Is preying on ignorance."
d. "It happens all the tlas." "All of these should come under the Better
Business Bureau."
e. "I'ire heard that a lot.'
65 years and over
a* "They do this all the time."
b. "I don't think that wmy do this, although I have seen a furniture
store do this."
e. "I find this a lot."
d. "They're Just crooks." "If people knew they could eliminate this kind
of thing."
12. A OOMPANT SOLD A CAR TO SOMEONE AFTBR IT IAD TURRED BACK THE SFIIDOMETBR
fSOM 30,000 TO 10,000 MItES.
Under 30 years
a. "Mamfacturer has sosb control over his dealers. Part of responsibility
for their 'franchisees'."
b. "A person can't tell."
c. "That is what they done to ny car. I looked at my car after I traded
it in, they turned It back 26,000 miles.
"
d. "They have to make meney."
e. "He shouldn't do it, but I doubt if there Is anything to keep him from
it."
f. "Dome quite a bit on need cars."
g. "I know this is profesaionally (sic) done."
30-49 years
a. "Do this all the time, too."
b
.
"Misrepresentation .
"
c. "Primarily buyers should be more careful In every purchasing situation."
50 - 64 years
a. "It is done all the time."
b. "But they all do it, I imagine."
c. "It is done all the time, probably."
d. "It is done all the time."
e. "If done, the buyer should be told,"
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65 y«ar8 and over
a. "They all do that." "It doesn't seem fair. '
b. "Uhat's the difference of doing this or stealing $5.00?"
e. "It Is done all the tin*. It's a pretty hard thing to control.'
d. "It's stealing!"
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Th« recent enphacls placed «ni the role of the constaner In the econoqf
and efforts to protect and sake that role acre effective have bean Mtt with
a barrage of crltldam ttem btialneaaaen and legislators claiming that there
•idflts an "avarage" or "typical" conanmr, who is already overprotected
,
that "consumer sovereignty" already permeates the varicat place, and that
constimers. In general, are satisfied in the market place. The purpose of
this study was to determine whether such allegations are tma. In fact, or
whether consweera do have consumer problems. The objectives of the study
were:
To deteralne whether individuals of Manhattan, Kansas have
conaumer problaas that they will identify and relate in an
interview.
To determine whether the t3rpes of problems identified reflect
the different consumption patterns of individuals of different
stages in the life cycle.
To determine if the respondents would agree irtth certain ethical
rights attributed to consumers and would recognlsM thaaa ethical
principles in various practices that they encounter in the
market place.
The reapondants were aeleeted from the population of Manhattan, Kansas
on the basis of a stratified random aaaple, with equal niaabers in each strata
based on four stages of the life cycle. The Interview schedule consisted of
three phases, «o that it ptoeaadad from ganeral to specific open-end questions
in the first phase, to rating attitudes and reactions of the respondents in
the second phase, to rating consumer Identification of principles and prac-
tices in the market place, in the third phase. Information was ceded and
classified primarily according to stage of the life cycle, and secondarily,
by Income, education, and occupational status.
The results of the study indicated that coaamars do have consumer
problasw mad that these problems differ with ata^ in the life cycle. The
study also Indicated that the attitudes and reactions of eonsonars to thesa
probleas differ with stages In the life cycle, and to a lesser extent with
incone, education, and occupational status. The final phase indicated that
while consumers readily agreed with ethical principles attributed to con-
nmmn In the market place, they did not always Identify with these
principles when translated in terms of actual practices In the maxlcet place.
Also indicated, was the fact that consumers tend to recognise a iM«d for
goremioent regulation of market practices only in circumstaaeas where they
personally havw bean adversely affected, and do not recognize such a need
where wiolatlons of ethical principles or malpractieas are lopersonal or
zaaered from the individual.
In conclusion, a certain cynicism was apparent in the replies, which
further supports the thesis that apparent eonaamer satisfaction in the
market place is merely a surface adjustment to the status quo, and that
rather than satisfaction, consumers expressed considerable dissatisfaction
as manifested in their problems and in their attitudes towards such problems.
